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neT TurnoVer AnD profiT, MseKprofilgruppen
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A supplier of complex components

This is ProfilGruppen
ProfilGruppen is a supplier of complex customised 
aluminium extrusions and components. Our customers 
are to be found in many different lines of business and 
manufacture vehicles, furniture, electronics, glass fa-
cades and much more. Our customised extrusion solu-
tions require a good understanding of customers' spe-

cific requirements. The right extrusion solution has an 
optimised function and an appealing design. It is also 
perfectly adapted to the production process of both the 
customer and ProfilGruppen. Customers are increas-
ingly demanding complete products, and we therefore 
offer a number of qualified processing services. 

– exports around half of the delivery volume
– has its own sales companies in Germany, Norway,  

Denmark and the UK
– at the end of the year, had around 350 employees
– has its registered office in Åseda, Småland, Sweden
– has been listed on the NASDAQ OMX Stockholm  

Stock Exchange since 1997

Analysis and design 
Development of a new component always begins with an analysis, 
during which a requirement specification is drawn up together with the 
customer, often in project form. This specification forms the basis of a 
technical analysis. The requirement specification and technical assess-
ment conclude in a detailed solution proposal, which guarantees that 
the component has the right properties and function. 
 It is during the analysis and design phase that the groundwork for 
successful results is laid. We contribute to this by gathering together 
skills from several different functional areas. The engineers possess 
extensive experience, knowledge of the material and application exper-
tise, which are important contributing factors. Production specialists, 
processing engineers and other internal experts are also involved to 
ensure the best possible solution. Any such solution covers the entire 
processing chain and helps create cost-efficient production.

Extrusion
A unique extrusion die made of hardened steel is ordered for the 
manufacture of an extrusion in accordance with agreed specifications. 
Aluminium billets have to be heated to around 500°C in order to be 
extruded through the tool at great pressure. This creates the required 
extrusion. Following the extrusion process, the extrusions are cooled 
and straightened using hydraulic stretching equipment. Finally, they are 
cut and heated for five to eight hours. 
 We have three facilities for extrusion. Two of the presses can use the 
same tool; one of them is optimised for maximum productivity, the other 
for more flexible production. The third press is mainly used to produce 
larger extrusions. The three presses combined have a technical produc-
tion capacity of around 30,000 tons during a continuous five-day shift.
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Surface treatment (anodising)
The majority of the extrusions are surface-treated to strengthen the sur-
face or to change their appearance, often both. ProfilGruppen has two 
facilities for anodisation, which is an electro-chemical method of sur-
face treatment. Anodisation strengthens the surface up to 3,000 times. 
In addition to colouring and strengthening the surface of the extrusion, 
anodisation can also modify its electrical properties. 
 Normally, anodisation provides electrically isolating surfaces. As a 
complement, we offer our own method, Alutin, which creates electri-
cally conductive surfaces while also improving durability and corrosion 
resistance.

Machining
In order to ensure full functionality for the end component, the alumin-
ium extrusion is processed. This may involve bending, turning, milling, 
painting or some other form of processing. ProfilGruppen continually 
strives to increase the degree of processing. We have our own capacity 
for automated processing in longer series and have invested in custom-
er-unique production lines on several occasions. We also have at our 
disposal a network of external processing companies that increase our 
flexibility, capacity and competitiveness.

Other 
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• Turnover amounted to MSEK 764.3 (1,086.1), a decline by 30 percent compared to the previous year.

• The operating profit amounted to MSEK -10.5 (16.5), and was affected by one-off costs of MSEK 3.5 (16.0).

• Thirty-five further employees were made redundant in order to adapt resources to the prevailing market conditions. 

• Investments for more efficient material flows and reduced production stocks were taken into operation.

• A new two-year agreement with the German customer Bosch Rexroth AG was concluded in March. This agreement 
makes ProfilGruppen one of Bosch’s main suppliers for aluminium extrusions.

• ProfilGruppen, together with its most important subcontractors, was granted MSEK 4.8 by the European Social 
Fund for the skills development project “Aluminium in new ways”.

• Eva Färnstrand was elected Chairman of the Board following Staffan Håkanson’s decision not to stand for  
re-election after eighteen years on the Board, whereof ten years as Chairman.

The year in brief

Financial targets
NET DEBT/EQUITY RATIO

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009

0.23

0.74

0.38

0.95 0.98

Target 0.75-1.00

These are the long-term financial targets that the Board has set for ProfilGruppen. All targets refer to an average over a business cycle.

OPERATING MARGIN

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009

4.7
4.1

5.4

1.5

-1.4

Target 6.0

The operating margin for 2009 amounted to -1.4 
percent (1.5). Excluding one-off costs the opera-
ting margin amounted to -0.9 percent (3.0).

The average operating margin over the last five 
years has been 2.9 percent. 

A change of the market price of aluminium has 
an effect on the operating margin, since turnover 
is being affected without a corresponding im-
pact on the operating profit.

RETURN ON CAPITAL EMPLOYED

Target 15

The return on capital employed for the year was 
negative and amounted to -3.6 percent (6.1). 
Excluding one-off costs of MSEK 3.5 (16.0) the 
return amounted to -2.4 percent (11.5).

Over the last five-year period, the return on 
capital employed has been on average  
9.5 percent per year. 

The net debt/equity ratio has increased slightly 
during the year from 0.95 times at the start of the 
year to 0.98 at the end of the year. Net debt at the 
end of the year amounted to MSEK 140.0 (135.8). 

The average net debt/equity ratio during the last 
five years has been 0.66 times. 

During 2006, a redemption scheme was 
launched to distribute around MSEK 85 to the 
owners, which affected the capital structure and 
the net debt/equity ratio.

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009

13.0
9.3

22.8

6.1

-3.6
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The past year was exceptional, in several ways. Looking back, it is easy to 
focus on the negative developments, not least the fact that ProfilGruppen 
– for the first time since the start in 1981 – reported an operating loss on a 
full-year basis. However, although 2009 was a tough year, there were also 
some positive developments. Following the weak first six months, the busi-
ness again generated a profit during the second half of the year, mainly as a 
result of the significant cost reductions we implemented. Towards the end of 
the year, we could also see signs of a commenced recovery in the market.

Historically challenging market conditions
The strength of the downturn on the extrusion market following the finan-
cial crisis is historic. According to the European industry organisation 
EAA’s assessment, the market volume for aluminium extrusions declined 
by more than 20 percent during 2009. The recovery that was nonetheless 
being sensed towards the end of the year in Northern and Central Europe, 
where ProfilGruppen has most of its sales, was mainly led by the automo-
tive industry. Car sales increased significantly, but also the market for 
heavy vehicles stabilised. Parts of the construction industry also experi-
enced positive development during the year thanks to various incentive 
schemes, such as the Swedish so called ROT-work, a tax reduction scheme 
for household maintenance.
 The aluminium industry is strongly dependent on the price of alu-
minium, which is determined on the London Metal Exchange. Also in this 
area, development during 2009 lacks comparison. The entire industry was 
hit hard by the price collapse that occurred towards the end of 2008. At 
the start of 2009, the price was still at a very low level, gradually rising by 
almost 50 percent during the year. 
 In order to limit price exposure, we apply price clauses in all customer 
contracts. During 2009, we have been able to fully compensate for changes 
in the raw material price.

Powerful measures reversed the trend 
and provide the basis for future growth
We have implemented an extensive programme in order to adapt the 
Group’s resources to the prevailing market climate. The workforce has 
been reduced by almost 30 percent, equivalent to 135 posts, which has 
reduced the Group’s costs on an annual basis by just over MSEK 45. In 
addition, the majority of the employees have had four-day workweeks since 

A few words from 
the CEO

The investments and cost 
adaptations implemented 
mean that we are well 
prepared to deal with the 
market – regardless of 
whether growth comes 
quickly or is slow to return.



June – an agreement that runs until the end of the first quarter of 2010. 
Thanks to these measures, we were able to report an operating profit for 
the last two quarters of 2009. We will continue to work on streamlining 
and improving efficiency throughout the business.
 An automated production stockroom at our main factory – a major in-
vestment on our part – has been taken into operation, which has led to in-
creased capacity and more efficient material handling. We have also made 
a significant investment in our largest press. The investment consists of 
new billet heating equipment, which increases the capacity and availabil-
ity of this highly automated facility and creates conditions for significant 
improvements in productivity.
 The work on establishing a more efficient process within Key Account 
Management has been intensified during the year. A number of interdisci-
plinary teams have been established in order to further develop coopera-
tion with our most important customers. This is an important measure to 
strengthen ProfilGruppen’s offer and will contribute to profitable growth. 
We have secured several interesting new customer contracts during the 
year, including, among others, in the automotive industry.

Skills development and cooperation for the future
Continuous development of skills is vital for ProfilGruppen’s future value-
creation. A programme with initiatives within this area has been set for 
the next few years. Cooperation with external interested parties such as 
the School of Engineering at Jönköping University, the Swedish Industrial 
Design Foundation and Aluminiumriket in Sweden adds a new dimension 
to our future development work.
 The “Aluminium in new ways” project, with ProfilGruppen as project-
owner, has been awarded MSEK 4.8 in funding by the European Social 
Fund in tough competition with many other companies and organisations. 

The project, which lasts until summer 2011, will encompass different areas 
such as leadership, market, quality, technology and health.
 The extensive market changes that characterised the business during the 
past year have exposed the personnel to high strain. I would like to express 
the gratitude of the management and Board for the efforts and loyalty of 
all the Group’s employees during a tough year. The increased commitment 
in our internal safety and improvement work in this difficult situation is 
also praiseworthy. This resulted in, among other things, that we in 2009 
were able to report the lowest number of work accidents since the company 
was founded. Our efforts within the field of safety must, of course, con-
tinue, with the vision zero as a goal.
 Last year, I concluded my comments as CEO by stating that the market 
situation was extremely uncertain. The market development is not easier to 
assess now. Following a number of difficult quarters, however, we may al-
low ourselves to be pleased at the positive development we have observed 
at the end of 2009 and the start of 2010. Our investments to improve mate-
rial flows and streamline the processes for our extrusion production 
in Åseda mean that we could double our delivery volumes without  
significant new investments. This, in combination with the cost adjust-
ments implemented, means that we are well prepared to deal with the 
market – regardless of whether growth comes quickly or is slow to return.
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Åseda, 16 February 2010

Nils Arthur
President and CEO



The European market
Aluminium extrusions are utilised within a broad 
spectrum of applications and are in demand within 
most industries. The construction sector is by far the 
largest user on the European market, accounting for 
approximately 40 percent of the total volume. The next 
largest is the transport sector, whose total need, includ-
ing cars, heavy vehicles, trains, aircraft and shipping, 
constitutes almost 20 percent of the total market. The 
general engineering industry follows, with a little over 
10 percent of the market, while the electrical engineer-
ing and domestic & office equipment segments each 
account for around 5 percent. The remaining market 
includes stockists, who sell extrusions to customers 
mainly within the construction and transport sector. 
 Measured by total sales value the distribution looks 
slightly different. For example, the construction sector 
has large volumes but a comparatively low degree 
of processing, which results in a slightly lower share 
when expressed as sales value rather than as volume.

Signs of recovery
The past year has been characterised by dramatically 
reduced demand for aluminium extrusions within most 
sectors. The downturn started in connection with the 
dramatic weakening of the economy during autumn 
2008 and initially mainly affected the transport sector, 
and parts of the construction sector. During the begin-
ning of 2009 the downturn was spread to virtually all 
industries, including the more late cyclical elements 
of the electrical engineering sector. The industry was 
forced to reduce production capacity and workforces. 
 During spring 2009, the decline within the 
automotive and construction sector was dampened, 
partially driven by various types of incentive pro-
gramme. During the second half of 2009, demand 
from the majority of sectors stabilised, and in some 
cases started to pick up, although from a low level. 
This is particularly the case in the automotive sector. 
Within other sectors, the downturn has continued, 
for instance building systems that are relatively late 
cyclical and which previously had a stabilising effect 
on the total market. The difference in sector exposure 
between different countries has become more impor-
tant, which is why the recovery in Southern Europe, 
with its strong emphasis on the construction sector, 

will probably be slower than in Northern and Central 
Europe. 
 The price of aluminium raw material, following the 
dramatic drop in autumn 2008 when the price halved, 
gradually increased during 2009 from around USD 
1,500 per ton at the start of the year to just over USD 
2,200 per ton at the end of the year. As a result of low 
demand and insufficient competitiveness, several older 
European primary smelters were closed, while the 
primary manufacturers continue to invest in new ca-
pacity, mainly in regions outside Europe where energy 
costs are lower.

Competitors
Although a number of mergers and acquisitions have 
been implemented over the last few years, the Euro-
pean market for aluminium extrusions is still highly 
fragmented with in total over 140 extrusion manu-
facturers. The largest of these is Sapa Profiles, which 
since the start of 2009 is wholly owned by Norway’s 
Orkla Group, with a market share of approximately 
17 percent. There then follow three other players with 
global presence, Hydro Aluminium (Norway), Alcan 
(Canada), which is owned by the British-Australian 
mining group Rio Tinto Group, and Aleris (USA). 
Together the four largest players have approximately 
40 percent of the market for aluminium extrusions.
 During 2009, further deals with the purpose of 
increased consolidation have taken place. Sapa Profiles’ 
acquisition of the American extrusion manufacturer 
Indalex is the most significant, although it does not di-
rectly affect the market structure in Europe. At the same 
time, the industry is increasingly focusing on core busi-
nesses. One example is Hydro Aluminium’s divestment 
of its activities within Automotive Structures, which 
manufactures components for the automotive industry. 
Another example is Aleris’ decision to focus activities 
at their Belgian extrusion plant to alloys for the aviation 
industry and other hi-tech applications. 

Good properties drive demand
Within many industries, demand for aluminium extru-
sions is growing faster than the general GDP develop-
ment. The reason is the good properties of aluminium. 
Thanks to its low weight, high strength, malleability 
and good deformation properties, corrosion-resistance, 

Market and competitors
Demand for aluminium extrusions in Europe has generally been weak during 2009,  
as a consequence of the widespread economic downturn. During 2010, a moderate  
recovery is expected, and in the longer term the good properties of aluminium sug-
gests increased use of aluminium components.
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During the second half 
of 2009, demand from 
the majority of sectors 
stabilised, and in some 

cases started to pick up, 
although from a  

low level.



ProfilGruppen's main markets are concentrated in Northern Europe. Exports to countries outside Europe are limited.

good conductivity for heat and electricity, and suitabil-
ity for simple, energy-efficient recycling, aluminium is 
gaining ground against other materials for many dif-
ferent applications. Extrusion as a manufacturing proc-
ess offers benefits, among other things, in the form of 
significantly lower tooling costs than casting of metal 
or plastics. The volumes do not need to be as high to 
achieve profitability for individual products and the 
ability to offer customised solutions is good. 
 An innovative industry with considerable growth 
potential is solar energy, where aluminium is used in 
frames and fastening components for both solar panels 
and thermal solar collectors, as well as less visible ap-
plications such as heatsinks for the inverters which are 
necessary to enable self-produced electricity from solar 
panels to be used as ordinary residential electricity.
 Aluminium is increasingly being used within the 
automotive industry, including bodies for trucks, 
where the low weight of the material reduces energy 
consumption and increases load capacity. Usually, 

powertrain and suspension components for cars are 
also manufactured from aluminium, but the poten-
tial applications within other areas are also huge, for 
example accessories such as roof racks and sun roofs.
 Healthcare equipment is one of the areas of use 
experiencing strong growth. Aluminium is used for 
healthcare equipment, as the strength and good proper-
ties of the material for various types of surface treatment 
provide benefits for both design and functionality.
 The construction sector has long been the largest us-
age market. Even here, there is a potential for increasing 
the use of aluminium extrusions as demands for energy 
efficiency and design increase. Large glass partitions, 
which are common in modern architecture, provide a 
challenge when designing frame structures due to the 
high weight of the glass and the potentially huge wind 
loads. Here, aluminium has huge benefits, mainly in the 
form of low weight in relation to strength, something 
that also facilitates the installation process.
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esTiMATeD profile  
MArKeT AnD MArKeT  

shAres in europe

The total market in Europe is 
judged to have fallen by just 
over 20 percent in 2009.

Estimated market shares

Sapa Profiles 17 %
Hydro  15 %
Rio Tinto Alcan 8 %
Aleris 3 %

ProfilGruppen 0.8 %

The four largest competitors to-
gether hold around 40 percent 
of the market, while Profil-
Gruppen's market share is less 
than one percent.

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009

2,000 
KTon

3,000

2,500 2800
2980

3180
2870

2250

Sweden 
55 % (56)

Norway 
7 % (8)

United 
Kingdom
5 % (4)

Denmark 
5 % (5)

Germany 
12 % (14)

Poland
8 % (4)
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Strategy and activities

ProfilGruppen's strategy, which involves focusing on profitable organic growth gradually 
supplemented by acquisitions further down the value chain, remains intact. 

Our position as a supplier of complex customised alu-
minium extrusion solutions is an important competitive 
benefit and central to the strategic focus. The customers' 
demands for both products and services are continuously 
increasing, which in turn increases the need for under-
standing of customers' requirements. At the same time, 
the internal processes are being optimised to further 
strengthen competitiveness. As a result, the skills devel-
opment initiatives will be expanded during 2010 with 
a particular focus on the processing part of the value 

chain. The “Aluminium in new ways” project, which is 
part-financed by the EU, is one element of this work. 
 The initiative within Key Account Management, 
which commenced during the year, will be further 
strengthened during 2010 through both training and 
further recruitments. 
 Since the company has capacity to more than double 
delivery volumes without extensive investments, the 
alignment in the short term will be organic growth with 
a strong focus on profitability in the business.

Strategy priorities

Develop investment in advanced processing 
services and reinforce the image as an innovative 
component supplier

Intensify the cooperation with major customers who have • 
a need for highly-processed products

Increased application skills• 

To ensure continued leading position within heatsinks• 

Secure capacity and cutting edge expertise 
throughout the value chain by further developing 
network with leading companies and organisa-
tions

Close cooperation with strategic suppliers • 

Enhanced interaction with training institutions• 

Skills supply and development• 

Increased productivity• 

Intensify the presence on prioritised export 
markets and strengthen the position on the 
domestic Swedish market

Key Account Management as working method• 

Focus on growth segments with high degree of innovation• 

Skills development through training and new recruitment • 
within the sales organisation

Make foreign acquisitions that augment  
the company's core expertise

Candidates for acquisition with own customer base who • 
can contribute to the development of our core skills
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Plans for 2010Completed 2009

Develop cooperation on new business with processing  • 
suppliers in order to increase competitiveness through 
a broader range of skills 

Customer-focused training initiatives relating to extrusion design • 

Participate in the European industry fair Aluminium 2010 in • 
Essen, Germany

Improved application knowledge• 

Implementation of cross functional working method for  • 
Key Account Management 

Enhanced organisation for technical development and  • 
application development

Developed our expertise in applications within renewable energy• 

A skills development programme within the framework • 
of the "Aluminium in new ways" collaborative project, 
which is part-financed by the EU and includes the entire 
company and its leading co-suppliers

Further integration of the entire processing chain• 

Develop more customised logistics solutions• 

Carried out development projects with leading suppliers of  • 
raw material and extrusion dies

Directed quality audits and process reviews at processing • 
suppliers

Skills development programme within Key Account Management, • 
quality, improvement work, working environment and health, as 
well as production planning

Further development of the Key Account Management • 
working method

Increase the level of partnership with the company's most • 
important customers

Focus of sales resources on prioritised segments• 

Agreements with new customers within heavy goods vehicles• 

Additional market surveys and analyses• 

Implementation of new sales organisation for the purpose of • 
strengthening key customer relations

Increased resources for Key Account Management within • 
prioritised segments 

Market surveys and analyses • 

No acquisitions were made• Acquisitions are evaluated on an ongoing basis• 
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Customer segment Electrical engineering

Conductive ability and advanced functionality
This segment includes companies in many different industries, includ-
ing telecommunications, power and renewable energy, such as solar en-
ergy and wind power. The character and needs of these industries vary, 
but special requirements for surface treatment and advanced function-
ality are common. The ability of aluminium to conduct electricity and 
heat makes it particularly well suited for applications in electronics and 
telecom equipment. Components such as heatsinks, antenna mounts, 
masts, radiators and power tracks are common areas of application. 
 Within the cooling extrusions product area, we have extensive expe-
rience, a high level of expertise and are continuing to push development 
work in order to create products with better performance. Computer 
simulations are used as an effective support in order to develop optimal 
solutions in a cost- and time-efficient way. 
 With regard to the importance of surface treatment, ProfilGruppen of-
fers its own form of anodisation. This unique method, Alutin, makes the 
surface layer electrically conductive, while also improving durability and 
corrosion protection. Alutin is particularly useful as a surface treatment 
for cooling extrusions upon which electronic components will be fitted. 

 Within renewable energy, solar panel manufacturers are a particular-
ly large customer group. Several different types of extrusion solutions 
are used for solar panels, for example for frames and stands.

Power electronics and 
renewable energy relatively unaffected
The segment, which was initially comparably limitedly affected by the 
economic downturn, gradually weakened during 2009. Within power 
transmission and renewable energy, demand was more stable, despite 
the extensive reductions of subsidies for investments in solar energy. 
During the year, ProfilGruppen has increased deliveries to customers 
within renewable energy, which represented eight percent of turnover.

Turnover MSEK 196 (289)
Share of turnover 26 %
Share of exports 27 %
Number of customers, approx. 120

GARO – preparing for the future

ProfilGruppen has been cooperating for many years with GARO, 
one of the leading players on the Nordic electrical installation 
market. Deliveries to GARO mainly consist of components for 
automotive electrical outlets. GARO has extensive experience of 
developing and manufacturing electrical installation material and 
has developed a charging station for electric cars as part of its 
work to find new growth areas. 
 The charging station is available in three different variants, one 
with an ordinary key lock, one with an SMS function for lock-
ing and unlocking that has been adapted to enable payment via 
a mobile phone account, and finally a variant that is controlled 

via a parking meter. All the variants have built-in functionality for 
monitoring charging. The City of Oslo has already installed the 
easy-to-use electric posts, and Sweden's first electric car park has 
been established in Göteborg. An increasing number of companies 
and municipalities are now investing in fully equipped electric car 
parks as part of their environmental efforts.
 Aluminium, thanks to its environmental and product character-
istics, is a natural choice for the charging post. ProfilGruppen is 
supplying a complete post that has been processed and is ready 
for installation. From the start of the development project, both 
companies have worked together to optimise the design.

Charging stations for electric cars will become an increasingly common sight.
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Customer segment Transport

Aluminium makes lighter vehicles
Within the automotive industry, the importance of aluminium is grow-
ing because it has a low weight, is durable, malleable, corrosion-resistant 
and can be recycled. Components for both engines and car bodies are in-
creasingly being manufactured from aluminium in both cars and heavy 
goods vehicles. A lower vehicle weight reduces fuel consumption, which 
leads to better driving economy and lower environmental impact. 
 The industry itself is characterised by short lead times, stringent 
quality and safety requirements and strive for continuous improvement. 
The requirements for quality assurance of the manufacturing process are 
very high. Over the years, we have installed several customer-dedicated, 
fully-automatic production lines with integrated quality assurance 
systems. 
 ProfilGruppen is certified in accordance with ISO/TS 16949, the 
international quality management standard for the automotive industry 
and has extensive experience of customers within the industry. The rapid 

technological development within the automotive sector constantly pro-
vides ProfilGruppen with new challenges that require deeper and broad 
application expertise.

Recovery has commenced
At the beginning of the year, demand in the automotive industry was 
very low. Towards the latter part of the year, signs of recovery could 
clearly be observed, primarily affecting cars, and accelerated by the 
temporarily raised scrapping premiums that were introduced on several 
markets. A stabilisation of volumes for heavy vehicles was also seen 
during the final quarter.

Turnover MSEK 184 (255)
Share of turnover 24 %
Share of exports 76 %
Number of customers, approx. 90

Volvo 3P – a cost-efficient product in a new material

Since 1985, ProfilGruppen has had a development cooperation with 
volvo Trucks, one of the world's leading truck manufacturers. Over 
the years, we have developed aluminium extrusions and solutions 
that have been supplied to volvo Trucks' factories all round the world. 
 Over the last few years, we have been involved in developing 
and adapting aluminium products for volvo's chassis and cabs. 
The components are extruded, processed, anodised and packed, 
after which they are delivered to the assembly factories.
 volvo 3P, which is a relatively new company within the volvo 
Group, is responsible for product planning, product development 
and purchasing for all of the group's truck companies. As volvo 

3P decided it was time to improve its “Side Underrun Protection” 
component, it turned to ProfilGruppen for help. The component 
is a smart protective device fitted on both sides of the trucks to 
prevent fellow road-users from getting trapped under the vehicle. 
Our Key Account Management team, along with volvo 3P design-
ers, product developers and purchasers, developed a component 
in aluminium. The equivalent product had previously been made 
from stainless steel. The result was a weight reduction for the truck 
of around eight kilos and a component of a more attractive design 
with a lower price, made from a more environmentally-friendly 
material.

The "Side Underrun Protection" in aluminium provides a weight reduction for volvo's trucks.
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Customer segment Building and Construction

Modern constructions require unique extrusions
The strength, malleability and corrosion resistance of aluminium 
makes the material particularly suitable for the construction sec-
tor. Extrusions are used in, among other things, window systems, 
sun blinds, balconies, doors and frontage parts, where they are often 
exposed to considerable stress due to the wind and weather. 
 A large proportion of the extrusions used in the construction sector 
are standardised. The degree of processing for these products is rela-
tively low, and competition is tougher. However, there are many mod-
ern construction designs that require specially-developed components. 
That part of the segment matches ProfilGruppen’s focus on products 
with a higher degree of processing and skills content. During this type 
of demanding project, components are developed in close coopera-
tion with the customer and close cooperation between the customer’s 
project manager and our project team starts early on in the develop-
ment process.

Variable resistance against the economic downturn 
The construction industry has seen mixed development during 2009, 
with a continued downturn for some parts of the segment as a result of 
the difficulties associated with financing larger construction projects. 
At the same time, other parts of the sector have benefitted from a vari-
ety of stimulation schemes, such as the Swedish so called ROT-work, a 
tax reduction scheme for household maintenance. Our exposure to the 
building system market is relatively low. This has contributed to our 
relatively low volume decrease within the segment. 

Turnover MSEK 134 (179)
Share of turnover 18 %
Share of exports 17 %
Number of customers, approx. 120

Prido – opens many doors in Europe

ProfilGruppen has cooperated for many years with the industrial 
door manufacturer Prido, which manufactures around 3,200 doors 
per year, making it one of the leading players in Northern Europe. 
 Prido's view of an industrial door is that it must be made of qual-
ity materials and provide excellent function, and have an innovative 
design construction, which makes aluminium a natural material 
choice for industrial doors and ProfilGruppen a good partner. 
 ProfilGruppen is working with Prido in order to continuosly im-
prove the design and construction of folding doors and overhead 
sectional doors. During 2009, around ten different anodised and 
processed components were manufactured, forming the basis for 
the end, side and window extrusions for the doors.
 The partnership is continuing with increased production, as 
Prido signed new significant agreements with customers in the 
automotive industry during 2009.

Prido's industrial doors largely consist of aluminium extrusions. 



Customer segment Domestic and Office equipment

Beautifies, improves and realises visions
In interior design, aluminium really comes into its own. It is main-
tenance-free, malleable, durable and aesthetically pleasing. The 
flexibility and the resistant surface make it ideal for components for 
such things as office furniture and kitchen and bathroom fittings. This 
segment is characterised by increased focus on surfaces and finishes. 
This places huge demands on the entire process – from extrusion to 
surface treatment methods and packaging. Examples of surface treat-
ment include brushing, painting and anodisation.
 We have long been cooperating with a number of leading Nordic 
companies in the interior design industry. They spend a lot of time and 
energy on their product development and aim to find a good balance 
between ergonomics, function, design and quality. Our ability to be 
able to rapidly produce prototypes is particularly appreciated within 
this segment. Even existing designs in serial delivery undergo continu-
ous review in order to find improvement opportunities. 

Various prospects for 2010
The interior design segment has seen a general downturn during 2009, 
although there are differences between the private market and that 
aimed at companies and the public sector. Products for the household 
market, such as furniture and bathroom fittings, are affected relatively 
early in the economic cycle, and demand normally recovers before the 
market as a whole does. Suppliers of kitchen and bathroom fittings 
have, to some extent, benefitted from the Swedish tax relief on house-
hold maintenance. Furniture for offices and public areas, on the other 
hand, are among the products affected late in the economic cycle.
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Turnover MSEK 80 (111)
Share of turnover 10 %
Share of exports 56 %
Number of customers, approx. 90

SMS – smart solutions, good design

With a constant focus on function and refined design, SMS – 
Smart Media Solutions AB – is one of the world's leading suppliers 
of high-quality stands and brackets for flat screens and projectors. 
ProfilGruppen has had a well-developed partnership with SMS 
for a number of years. This has resulted in a number of innovative 
solutions in aluminium.
 With smart details in the extrusions, the screens can be continu-
ously adjusted and turned with a high degree of precision, with 
electrical cables and sockets hidden inside the extrusion for a 
stylish appearance. 
 In the last few years, ProfilGruppen has helped to produce, de-
velop, process, surface-treat and consumer-pack extrusions and 
components for SMS wall, floor and ceiling stands with infinite ad-
justment options. ProfilGruppen is the main supplier of aluminium 
extrusions for SMS.

The design of aluminium extrusions facilitates the continuous adjustment of SMS screen stands.
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ProfilGruppen produces a number of different processed extrusions for Flexlink's customer-specific solutions within production logistics.

Customer segment General engineering

Constructions for more efficient production
We have extensive experience of working with companies of all 
sizes in the general engineering industry. There is a broad variety 
of products within this segment, with huge variations in the degree 
of processing. For example, you can find surface-treated aluminium 
extrusions in automated production lines, belt conveyors and ceiling 
rails. Other examples are extrusions for racks and frame structures for 
machine builders. Companies within the ventilation industry are also 
major users of aluminium extrusions and components.
 With the multitude of applications within this segment, versatil-
ity and creativity are required to find new solutions together with the 
customer. It often comes down to special solutions in the context of 
a specific production run or installation, where the customer is look-
ing for efficiency-enhancing solutions for their production process. 
Within this segment, orders are often project-related, which increases 
the importance of flexibility, lead times, quality and delivery reliability.

Hard-hit segment
This segment experienced a substantial downturn in 2009. For 
example, demand from customers within mechanical engineering fell 
significantly, as the sales markets for automation equipment were con-
siderably weakened. This was partly due to problems getting financ-
ing for investment, and partly the lower capacity usage in the industry 
as a whole. As far as ProfilGruppen is concerned, the downturn in 
this segment during 2009 was especially clear for German customers 
active within mechanical engineering.

Turnover MSEK 92 (148)
Share of turnover 12 %
Share of exports 57 %
Number of customers, approx. 80

FlexLink – the solution is to be customer-specific

Flexlink is a leading supplier of solutions within production logis-
tics. They supply customer-specific systems for handling material 
and information flows for the assembly and manufacturing indus-
tries. The company offers a broad range of products and supplies 
solutions to industrial customers throughout the world. The main 
office is located in Göteborg, and Flexlink has 27 sales units and 
representation via partners in 60 countries. 

 Since 2005, ProfilGruppen has been supplying a large number of 
different components made of anodised and processed aluminium 
extrusions for Flexlink's systems for automated production. Regu-
lar deliveries are made from our production facilities to Flexlink's 
warehouse and distribution centre in Germany, for assembly at 
Flexlink's workshops or directly on their customers' premises. 
This imposes extremely high demands on our products in terms of 
quality, delivery precision and packaging. 



Focus on flexibility and long experience
In addition to the above customer segments, there are a number of other 
areas of application for aluminium extrusions within which ProfilGrup-
pen has many important customers. As the segment division follows the 
industry organisation EAA’s structure, these customers do not belong to 
any of the defined segments, but are reported as “Other industries”. 
 Aluminium components are an important part of everyday life in 
many contexts. The material can be found in such widely different 
products as petrol pumps, snow baffles, solaria, stadium seats, Braille 
machines and wheelchairs. 
 Within the care sector, the use of aluminium is widespread. The 
material’s durability, design-friendliness, hygiene characteristics and 
low weight are clear benefits within this area of use. 
The material is used for healthcare equipment such as rail systems, 
patient lifts and rollators. The industry places huge demands on a broad 
product portfolio, short lead times and customised logistics solutions, 
with business often being in project form. 
 Stockists are also a significant customer group where demand varies 

from standardised warehouse extrusions to customer-specific special 
extrusions. We provide these customers with expertise in terms of 
material selection and construction solutions. 

Relatively good development for healthcare equipment
Healthcare equipment is one area that has managed relatively well in 
the general market downturn during 2009. This can be explained by the 
strong underlying growth within the segment, and the fact that it to a 
large extent is financed by public funds. 
 The stockist market is one area characterised by high stock levels 
and a relatively low degree of processing and which was affected by the 
economic downturn as early as the end of 2008. The downturn within the 
wholesale market has been particularly accentuated in Southern Europe.

CUSTOMER SEGMENTS    13

Other industries

Turnover MSEK 79 (104)
Share of turnover 10 %
Share of exports 34 %
Number of customers, approx. 40

INvACARE – Wheelchairs and mobility aids

MOlIFT – lifting and transferDRESSER WAYNE – Petrol pumpsABAX – Anti-theft shutters

lIKO – Patient lifts and accessories INDEX BRAIllE – Braille machines
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Aluminium – a climate-smart choice
Reducing emissions of greenhouse gases is some-
thing all companies are striving for – and for some, 
it’s absolutely a matter of survival. An effective way 
of saving energy and reducing greenhouse gases is to 
increase recycling of materials and products. Recycling 
aluminium through remelting provides a saving of up to 
95 percent, compared with the amount of energy used 
in primary manufacture. The fact that the properties 
of this material remain unaltered despite repeated 
remelting is one of its great advantages. It therefore has 
extremely high recyclability, and it is expected that this 
will continue to increase. Aluminium deserves to be 
called fully recyclable. For aluminium components in 
transport vehicles, recyclability is as high as 95 percent. 
 The automotive industry’s use of aluminium is stead-
ily growing. Demand is driven by the fact that lighter 
vehicles lead to lower fuel consumption and thus re-
duced environmental impact. Every kilo of aluminium 
that replaces steel in a car makes it between one and 
two kilos lighter.
 The combination of the material’s positive energy 
effects in practical use and its recyclability means that 
in any life-cycle analysis, aluminium usually proves to 
be more advantageous than alternative materials.
 One industry organisation, the International Alu-
minium Institute, has assessed that the global alu-
minium industry will be carbon-neutral by about the 
year 2020, primarily through energy-saving measures 
in primary production, increased recycling and reduced 
fuel consumption in the transport sector. 

ProfilGruppen’s environmental impact
ProfilGruppen has long held ISO 14001 environmental 
certification, and we demand that our suppliers also 
be ISO certified and that they use the best possible 
techniques for their processes. In order to reduce the 
company’s environmental impact, there is a massive 
emphasis on reducing energy consumption and the 
creation of scrap in our processes. 
 Part of the waste heat arising from manufacturing 
that would otherwise be vented away is sold to the local 
district heating company, contributing to a better energy 
balance for the company. 
 The company’s total energy consumption went down 
by 14 percent during the year. However, low usage of 
production capacity means that energy consumption per 
unit produced increased by 12 percent. New and more 
efficient LPG-fuelled billet heating equipment was in-

stalled at the company’s largest extruding press during 
the year. This has led to a 25 percent reduction in LPG 
consumption and a greater proportion of the waste heat 
being supplied to the district heating network. The com-
pany’s long-term aim is to reduce energy consumption 
per kilo of aluminium extrusions produced by 2 percent 
year by year. 
 The amount of scrap throughout the processing chain 
has fallen by 7 percent during the year, which can be 
explained by two things: an improved control system 
for the production processes, and a change to the prod-
uct mix.
 Work is ongoing to reduce emissions from the 
anodisation facility at the main factory. The aim is 
to improve both the handling and the quality of the 
aluminium sludge produced in the separate purification 
plant, which is recycled by external companies.
 The long-term aim is to reduce sulphate emissions by 
25 percent. During 2009, emissions amounted to 11.7 
tons per month, which is on a level with 2008. This is 
well within the limit of 20 tons of emissions per month 
permitted by our environmental permit

Sustainable development
By virtue of its properties and high recyclability, aluminium forms a natural part of 
a sustainable society. ProfilGruppen's own environmental work is directed towards 
reducing energy consumption and the proportion of scrappage in the processes.

EMISSIONS AlUMINIUM, KG/MTH

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009

4.02 4.68
2.19 1.64 0.67

Aluminium emissions have fallen 
during the year and are well 
below the limit value.

limit value 20

ENERGY CONSUMPTION KWH/KG 
EXTRUSIONS PRODUCED

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009

0.27 0.33 0.29 0.27 0.29

1.15 1.13 1.17 1.25
1.401.42 1.46 1.46 1.52
1.69

low capacity usage during the 
year has meant that energy 
consumption per kilo produced 
has increased.

Gas & district heating
Electricity

ProfilGruppen's environmental policy can be viewed online at 

www.profilgruppen.se.

The long-term aim 
is to reduce energy 

consumption per kilo 
of aluminium extru-

sions produced by two 
percent year by year.
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Reduced staffing
As a result of the prevailing market conditions, a 
programme of significant redundancies and conclusions 
to temporary posts was started back in 2008. Unfortu-
nately, further redundancies were necessary during the 
first half of 2009. In total, around 135 employees left the 
company. In order to help these people find new posi-
tions, a redeployment programme was offered. In June, 
a local lay-off agreement was also concluded, resulting 
in four-day workweeks for the the majority of the com-
pany’s white-collar employees during the second half 
of the year. During these redeployments, the personnel, 
both those who have left the company and those remain-
ing, have shown strong commitment and loyalty. 

New working method creates customer value
During the year, extensive skills development initia-
tives within Key Account Management were completed 
along with recruitment of new staff aimed at develop-
ing customer relationships. Key Account Management 
is a cross functional working method where focus is put 
firmly on the customer requirements, not just for the 
salesperson but for the entire company. The unifying 
link between the customer and the various resources 

in the organisation is the company’s Key Account 
Manager. Course participants represented widely 
different functions, such as design, logistics, produc-
tion engineering, purchasing, processing, quality and 
project management. 
 In December it was announced that ProfilGruppen 
had been awarded EU funding for skills development in 
a collaborative project. The aim of the project is to de-
velop employees through a deliberate and well-founded 
investment in skills, which in turn will lead to new ap-
plications, products and business opportunities within 
the aluminium industry. Our leading subcontractors in 
the region are participating in the project, which will 
be completed within 18 months, starting at the begin-
ning of 2010. Within the framework of the project, the 
company will develop its cooperation with the School 
of Engineering at Jönköping University and the Swed-
ish Industrial Design Foundation. Aluminiumriket in 
Sweden is another important collaborative partner in 
the project.

Boost to improvement work
Improvement work has been given a boost thanks to the 
PDCA method (Plan, Do, Check, Act), a method that 
creates contexts and tools for all employees to affect and 
improve the company. An important part of this work 
is for all employees to be able to submit and follow up 
proposals for improvements easily via the company’s 
intranet. Broad training initiatives within the area have 
generated creativity and working methods, the effects 
of which have already been felt in the business. During 
the year, around 450 proposals for improvements have 
been submitted, primarily within extrusion production. 
During 2010, the initiatives will be widened to include 
all parts of the company. The long-term goal is at least 
two proposals per year and employee.

Successful safety work
Thanks to increased commitment among employees 
and managers within health, environment and safety, 
significant development has been achieved. Reporting 
of incidents and potentially hazardous situations is an 
important part of the company’s preventative safety 
work and, during the year, around 270 reports have 
been received. All the reports are easily accessible to 
all employees via the company’s intranet. Three ac-
cidents have occurred during the year, with a limited 
number of sick days taken as a result, the lowest level 
since the company started.

Employees make the difference
ProfilGruppen's initiatives within skills and health and safety have continued during the 
year. Further redundancies and a lay-off agreement for white-collar employees have 
also been necessary measures.

Through continued investment in skills development, the 

cross functional  work will continue within the organisation.

AVerAge nuMber of 
eMployees

ABSENCE DUE TO SICKNESS, 
PERCENT

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009

362 358 353 339
283

130 119 122 121

93

492 477 475 460

376

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009

3.9 4.3 4.2 4.0
3.4

2.2 2.3 2.3 2.8
2.8

6.1 6.6 6.5 6.8
6.2

The staffing level has been 
adapted to the market trend. At 
the end of the year, the number 
of employees was 353.

long-term absence due to  
sickness fell during 2009.

Men Women

ProfilGruppen 
– a health-certified company

In the summer of 2009, ProfilGruppen 
was awarded health certification in 
accordance with the Korpen model. 
This means that the company car-
ries out “strategic health work in 
which health is part of the company’s 
organisation and activities, with strat-
egies and activities within recreation 
and healthcare”. The basis for this 
certificate is committed work within 
the company’s healthcare group. This 
group’s initiative has been success-
fully linked to the work of the safety 
committee, the Ofelia personnel club 
and the occupational health service. 
The most important factors in this 
healthcare work are cooperation with 
an external healthcare facility and 
training equipment at own premises 
to complement a number of smaller 
activities, such as training in work 
hours and free fruit.

long-term
Short-term



The value of ProfilGruppen’s share increased by 34 
percent during the year. The number of shareholders 
increased by 1 percent. ProfilGruppen always aims to 
give the share market and other interested parties in-
formation that is quick, reliable and clear. The interim 
reports and other press releases issued during the year 
have been part of this effort. 2009 was ProfilGruppen’s 
thirteenth year on the stock exchange. 

Owners
The number of shareholders at the end of the year 
amounted to 1,793 (1,780), which is an increase of 
around 1 percent from the end of the previous year. At 
the end of the year, Lars Johansson was the company’s 
largest shareholder, holding 14.4 percent. Major changes 
during 2009 include Prior&Nilsson having increased its 
holding to 12.4 percent (8.1) and Ringvägen Venture AB 
having increased its holding to 10.5 percent (5.0). 

The share price
From 1 January to 31 December 2009, the share price 
increased from SEK 31.90 to SEK 42.80, equivalent to 
an increase of 34 percent. 
 During the same period, the Stockholm Stock Ex-
change’s broad index, OMX Stockholm PI, increased by 
47 percent. SX-15 Materials, within which ProfilGrup-
pen is classified, increased by 65 percent during the year. 
 The highest price paid during the year was SEK 56.00 
(28-08-2009) and the lowest was SEK 31.90 (02-01-2009). 
The price paid as of 31 December, SEK 42.80, which 
gives a market capitalisation of MSEK 211 (157).

Share trading
During the year, a number of activities aimed at 
investors were completed to increase the liquidity of 
the share, among other things. The most important of 
these activities was a Småland capital market day in 
Kosta, which received a lot of media coverage, and a 

separate investor meeting in Stockholm. In total, 0.6 
million shares (0.5) were traded in 2009, equivalent to a 
turnover rate of 13 percent (11). ProfilGruppen cooper-
ates with Remium Securities as a liquidity guarantor, 
which is intended to increase the liquidity of the share. 
The proportion of days with completed sales during 
the first quarter of the year amounted to 48 percent, 
which improved during the second half of the year, and 
during the fourth quarter days with completed sales 
had reached 95 percent. The number of completed sales 
amounted to 756 (590). The total value of traded shares 
amounted to MSEK 27 (31) for 2009.

Dividend
The dividend policy agreed by the Board means that 
40 to 50 percent of the profit after tax calculated over a 
business cycle is paid as dividend to shareholders. When 
proposing a dividend, the Board primarily takes into ac-
count the company’s investment needs, financial position, 
earnings trend and prospects for the next few years. Due 
to the Group’s results, the Board is proposing no dividend 
payout for the 2009 financial year (SEK 1.00 per share). 
The total return for 2009 (value increase/reduction and 
reinvested dividend) amounted to 37 percent (-55).

Forecasts
Our interim reports contain comments on the outlook 
according to the current rules. ProfilGruppen does 
not issue profit forecasts, as the industry’s order stock, 
which is normally only a few weeks, is judged to be 
much too short to provide a reliable basis for forecasts 
for any longer term than a month. 

Analyses
During 2009, ProfilGruppen has been analysed 
by Swedbank Markets (Peter Näslund, telephone  
+46 (0)8-58591823) and Remium Securities  
(Claes Vikbladh, telephone +46 (0)8-4543294).
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The share 
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The graph shows the total return from the ProfilGruppen share compared with the SIX Return Index during the last five years.

During the year, 
a number of activities 

aimed at investors were 
completed to increase 

the liquidity of the 
share, among other 

things.
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SHAREHOlDER STATISTICS

Holding number Number Proportion of  Share of 
of shares of owners owners in % capital in %

1 - 500 1,341 74.8 5.0

501 - 1,000 255 14.2 4.1

1,001 - 10,000 152 8.5 8.8

10,001 - 100,000 35 2.0 19.9

100,001 - 10 0.6 62.2

Total 1,793 100.0 100.0

CHANGE IN SHARE CAPITAl

Years Transaction Change to Total number  Total share
  number of shares of shares capital, SEK

1997 Bonus issue 129:1 3,870,000 3,900,000 19,500,000

1997 New issue 1,700,000 5,600,000 28,000,000

2000 New issue 141,000 5,741,000 28,705,000

2006 Redemption of shares -808,483 4,932,517 24,662,585

Source: Euroclear Sweden AB 31-12-2009

PROFIlGRUPPEN'S SHARE ON THE STOCKHOlM STOCK EXCHANGE
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Share price trends and turnover for period 1 January 
2005 to 31 December 2009

Price paid, SEK

B shares OMX Stockholm Priceindex

Number of traded shares, thousands

ProfilGruppen AB was registered on the Stockholm Stock Exchange on 
19 June 1997.
The current share price trends are available on the company's website, 
www.profilgruppen.com.

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009

shAre DATA

   2005 2006 2007 2008 2009

Number of shares  
as of 31 December thousands 5,741 4,933 4,933 4,933 4,933
Average number of shares 1) thousands 5,971 5,624 4,933 4,933 4,933
Earnings per share SEK 4.48 1.53 8.15 1.88 -2.77
Cash flow per share SEK 13.18 12.90 15.89 -0.93 5.76
Equity per share SEK 41.42 30.09 34.92 28.85 28.86
Tangible value per share SEK 41.42 30.09 34.92 28.85 28.86

Share price, 31 December SEK 76.00 91.00 74.50 31.90 42.80
Maximum paid during the year SEK 79.50 91.00 90.50 76.00 56.00
Minimum paid during the year SEK 60.25 68.75 73.00 31.00 31.90
Price change during the year % 10 20 -18 -57 34
Dividend per share 2) SEK 2.30 2.80 3.60 1.00 0.00
P/E ratio SEK 16 59 9 17 neg.
Price/equity per share  1.8 3.0 2.1 1.1 1.5
Yield % 3.0 3.1 4.8 3.1 0
Payout ratio % 49 183 44 53 0

Average spread % 1.03 1.05 1.31 1.95 2.64
Number of days with completed 
sales/number of stock market days % 98 89 79 63 66
Total number of completed sales qty 3,049 2,011 1,038 590 756
Average number of 
completed sales per day qty 12 8 4 2 3
Number of shares traded,  
full year thousands 1,549 2,397 789 543 636
Number of shares traded, 
per day (average) qty 6,122 9,551 3,158 2,154 2,536
Stock market value listed shares MSEK 377 447 367 157 211
Total share sales MSEK 107 196 64 31 27
Average sales per day SEK 000's 422 780 257 123 106
Number of shareholders  
at end of year qty 2,369 2,088 1,882 1,780 1,793

1) There is no dilution. The average number of shares is recalculated historically with reference to
 the redemption programme completed during 2006.
2) For 2009, this means the dividend proposed by the Board.

OWNER CATEGORIES

 Number of shares Share of capital in %
   

Financial companies 723,600 14.67

Social security funds 4,578 0.09

Interest organisations 3,576 0.07

Other Swedish legal entities 618,947 12.55

Non-categorised legal entities 1,843 0.04

Foreign owners 1,124,920 22.81

Swedish individuals 2,455,053 49.77

Total 4,932,517 100.00

Source: Euroclear Sweden AB 31-12-2009

The Ten lArgesT shAreholDers

Shareholders Total number Holding %  Holding %
 of shares 2009 2008

lars Johansson 709,227 14.4 14.4

Prior&Nilsson Idea 611,872 12.4 8.1

Ringvägen venture AB 517,764 10.5 5.0

Mats Egeholm 341,728 6.9 7.0

Baillie Gifford 257,886 5.2 5.5

Kerstin Egeholm 159,629 3.2 3.2

Bo larsson 156,400 3.2 3.2

Rickard Behm 105,543 2.1 2.1

Svenska Handelsbanken Kundkonto 105,200 2.1 2.1

Anne Skoglund 101,172 2.1 3.1

10 largest shareholders 3,066,421 62.2 53.8

Other 1,866,096 37.8 46.2

Total 4,932,517 100.0 100.0 

Source: Euroclear Sweden AB 31-12-2009

NASDAQ OMXc
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CUSTOMERS
The effect the loss of a customer would have on the Group's 
earnings. 

A customer base without customers that are too dominant is the aim, as this reduces dependency on 
individual customers. During 2009, no customer represented more than 10 percent of the invoicing.

ENVIRONMENTAL RISKS
Damage that the Group's activities can cause to water, ground, 
air and biological processes, which also includes the costs of 
following new, stricter environmental directives. 

The goal is to be well within the ranges specified by legislation. All manufacturing companies within the 
Group are certified in accordance with ISO 14001. The Group's environmental manager is responsible for 
monitoring the environmental work within all companies in the Group.

MARKET AND SEASONAL VARIATIONS
The effect on the Group's earnings caused by seasonal and 
market variations.

Customers are found within a number of industries, including automotive, electronics, interior design and 
construction, which is a strategy aimed at reducing sensitivity to market and seasonal variations. Most 
of the major customers are global, which means that ProfilGruppen is also dependent on international 
market conditions. 

LIABILITY
liability risks related, for instance, to personal injuries or 
material damage, occupational injuries or disputes.

Deliveries of components to the car industry involve a certain liability risk, which has meant that separate 
insurance has been taken out for this segment. However, the lack of own products significantly reduces 
the total product liability risk. In order to prevent work environment-related injuries, the Group has an 
internal reporting system for potentially hazardous situations. During the year, only three accidents that 
involved sick days have occurred. The Group works together with external advisors on insurance and risk 
issues.

PRODUCTION STOPPAGES
Production stoppages that affect deliveries to customers and 
involve additional costs.

ProfilGruppen constantly works on preventative measures to avoid production disturbances. In the event 
of a production disturbance, the Group has interruption insurance that covers the loss of a contribution 
margin for a maximum of 18 months. The excess amounts to 14 days.

SKILLS
Not being able to develop the skills level at the necessary 
pace.

Skills are developed through internal and external training programmes and by further developing Profil-
Gruppen into an even more attractive workplace in order to retain personnel and facilitate recruitment of 
new employees.

IT
As IT plays a greater role in all parts of the company, the 
demands for availability are increasing. Stoppages can lead 
to production losses, invoicing losses or reduced efficiency 
within various parts of the business.

The IT infrastructure is monitored and managed by an external partner in order to ensure expertise and 
continuity. Redundancy is the aim of all parts of the IT infrastructure, which along with the constant 
development of the continuity plan, aims to minimise operational disturbances. During 2009, the Group 
has built a second server hall in order to create increased redundancy in the IT infrastructure. The internal 
expertise is focused on business-critical applications.

CAPACITY RISK
The risk of not having sufficient capacity within extrusion, 
surface treatment or some form of processing.

The Group is constantly working to develop its own capacity in line with demand. Within processing, an 
external network of suppliers is used. They represented 60 percent (55) of the total processing during 
2009. At our own facilities, processing of extrusions is largely performed where there are prerequisites for 
a high degree of automation.

RAW MATERIALS
These risks relate to  
a lack of raw materials  
and price risks. 

The purchase of raw materials during 2009 accounted for 44 percent (48) of operating expenses. The 
company's raw materials are purchased in Swedish krona and euro in order to match the contract cur-
rency with the customers and so reduce the currency risk. ProfilGruppen applies raw material clauses in 
customer contracts, which means that the company's sensitivity to variations in the raw material price 
is limited. Raw material purchases are controlled by the Group's raw material policy and purchases are 
made in proportion to expected customer orders. Raw material purchases for periods longer than six 
months are made based on definite orders from customers. ProfilGruppen's raw material council meets 
once a week and checks that the policy is being followed. The Group is supplied by its main supplier Hy-
dro and by Alcoa and Rusal. As all these suppliers have a global presence, ProfilGruppen guarantees its 
supply of raw materials, even if European consumption exceeds the production of aluminium in Europe. 

ENERGY PRICE
The risk of, above all, price fluctuations for energy. 

ProfilGruppen consumes both electricity and lPG. The Group consumes around 35 GWh of electrical 
energy per year. In total, energy represents around 3 percent of the operating expenses. By the end of the 
year, the Group had hedged the majority of its annual consumption. 

Risk management
There are risks in all business activities and well-organised risk management 
can create added value and avoid damage and losses. The risks can be divided 
into operational and financial risks. Operational risks are those that arise in 
day-to-day activities and that may affect the Group's earnings, such as the 
risk of a production stoppage or the loss of a major customer. Financial risks, 

such as currency, liquidity, credit and financing risks, are managed centrally 
in order to control the risk exposure. The Board has overall responsibility for 
ProfilGruppen's risk management, while the CEO is responsible for ongoing 
risk management in accordance with the Board's guidelines. As support, there 
are a number of intra-group policies, such as finance and raw material policy.

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009

3 500

3 000

2 500

2 000

1 500

1 000Price for aluminium, 
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operATionAl risKs

risK EXPOSURE AND MANAGEMENT



CURRENCY
The risk that a variation in currency rates will 
negatively affect earnings, cash flow or the 
balance sheet. 

 The company normally hedges 50-70 percent of the 
currency flow for 6-12 months. This is preferably done 
through forward contracts. 

INTEREST RATES
The risk of a negative impact on the Group's 
earnings as a result of changes in market 
interest rates.

ProfilGruppen works with interest swaps in order 
to minimise the risk of short-term impact.

CREDITS
ProfilGruppen's credit risks arise when 
investing financial instruments.

Currently, ProfilGruppen is a net borrower and any 
surplus liquidity must initially be used to amortise 
existing loans.

In order to minimise the risk, trading is only possible 
with a small number of other parties, as regulated by 
the finance policy, which has been approved by the 
Board.

CUSTOMER CREDITS
The risk that a customer will not be able to 
pay their debt.

The customer credit risk is managed by each customer 
being assigned a basic limit based on the scope of 
their business and its content, its rating from Dun & 
Bradstreet, and a credit assessment carried out by the 
Group's credit manager. During 2009, 85 (88) percent 
of the company's customers had a rating between A 
and AAA.

FINANCING
The risk that the company cannot meet the 
business's working capital needs. 

ProfilGruppen is financed by a principal bank that 
supplies all financing. 

The policy is always to have loan promises or agree-
ments for at least twelve months. The current agree-
ment is linked to a number of covenants.
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DisTribuTion of operATing 
EXPENSES, PERCENT

The operating expenses 
amounted to MSEK 775.

1

2

3

4

5
6

7 8
9

Raw material 44% 
Personnel 24%
Purchased processing 10%
Depreciation 4%
Freight 3%
Energy 3%
Extrusion dies 2%
Packaging 1%
Miscellaneous 9% 

sensiTiViTy AnAlysis

The sensitivity analysis should be read with each factor and change separate. If several factors deviate at the same time, the effect 
on earnings as per the table may change.

EUR DKK NOK GBP

362 358 353 341
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ProfilGruppen’s 
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Limited companies 
in general on Profil
Gruppen's markets
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Interest long-term Interest rate
fixing term interest-bearing (percent) 
  liabilities, MSEK

1 Jan–30 June 2010 52.4 2.3
1 July–31 Dec 2010 14.6 2.8
2011 14.6 2.9
2012 0.0 -
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Assessed net inflow per 

currency 2010, MSEK.

FINANCIAl RISKS

risK EXPOSURE MAnAgeMenT

Change in 
percent

Profit after 
financial items

Comment

Delivery volume +/- 5 percent MSEK 13 This calculation is based on a change in the volume of 
extrusions with an average degree of processing.

Currency sensitivity
EUR
DKK
NOK
GBP

+/- 5 percent
MSEK 3.6
MSEK 1.5
MSEK 0.8
MSEK 1.6

A change to the exchange rate for Swedish krona 
against the euro, British pound, Danish krone or 
Norwegian krone affects the earnings as shown in the 
table. This calculation is based on an estimated pay-
ment surplus in each currency during 2010, without 
taking into account currency hedges.

Raw material 
prices

+/- 5 percent MSEK 0 In the event of large variations during a short period, 
a possible price risk may arise. This arose during the 
extreme market conditions during the autumn of 2008.

Purchasing costs 
processing

+/- 1 percent  MSEK 1

Energy costs +/- 10 percent MseK 2

Salary costs +/- 1 percent-
age point

MseK 2

Interest rate 
sensitivity

+/- 1 percent-
age point

MSEK 1 Of the interesting-bearing liabilities on 31 December 
2009, 89 percent have an interest date during 2010.
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Directors’ report

The Board of Directors and the CEO of ProfilGruppen 
AB (publ.), corporate identity number 556277-8943, 
hereby submit the annual report and consolidated 
accounts for the period 1 January-31 December 2009, 
which is ProfilGruppen's twenty-ninth year of activity.
 ProfilGruppen runs operations in the form of a lim-
ited company (publ.) and has its registered office in 
Uppvidinge Municipality, Kronoberg County, Sweden. 
The company address is: Box 36, SE-360 70 Åseda, 
Sweden.

THE GROUP

ProfilGruppen develops, markets and manufactures 
customised aluminium extrusions and components. 
Sales are conducted through a sales organisation at 
the head office in Åseda and through wholly-owned 
sales companies in Denmark, the United Kingdom, 
Norway and Germany. 
 ProfilGruppen Extrusions AB is responsible for 
design, product development and the manufacture of 
extrusions. Processing is performed by two wholly-
owned companies, ProfilGruppen Components AB and 
ProfilGruppen Manufacturing AB, as well as in close 
cooperation with a number of independent companies.

Turnover and profit 
ProfilGruppen's net turnover amounted to MSEK 
764.3 in 2009, which is a decline of 30 percent com-
pared to the previous year. This can be explained by 
low demand and lower raw material prices.
 The delivery volume was 17,400 tons (22,900) of 
aluminium extrusions, a drop of 24 percent compared 
to the previous year. The share of exports amounted 
to 45 percent (48) of the volume, and 45 percent (44) 
of the turnover. 
 The Group's operating profit amounted to MSEK 
-10.5 (16.5), which is equivalent to an operating margin 
of -1.4 percent (1.5). The financial target is an operat-
ing margin of six percent over a business cycle. This 
fall in profit is due largely to the lower delivery volume.
 Profit after financial items amounted to MSEK -17.8 
(10.0), and profit after tax to MSEK -13.7 (9.3). 
 Earnings per share totalled SEK -2.77 (1.88). The 
average in thousands of shares was 4,933 (4,933).

Investments and depreciation
Investments amounted to MSEK 20.4 (56.5). Of these, 
approximately MSEK 7.8 was related to the investment 
programme at the main factory in Åseda, which was 
mainly implemented during 2008. This investment will 
help ensure more efficient material flows and reduced 
production stocks and was taken into operation during 
the first quarter. A further MSEK 6 has been invested 

in new equipment for heating aluminium billets for the 
company's largest press, in order to increase capacity, 
efficiency, and quality.
 Total depreciation according to plan amounted  
during the year to MSEK 32.2 (31.2). A write-down of 
MSEK 0.6 for press-related equipment was made  
during 2008.

Financial position and cash flow
ProfilGruppen's net debt/equity ratio has increased 
slightly during the year to 0.98 (0.95), to be compared 
with the target range of 0.75-1.00. Return on capital 
employed for the year amounted to -3.6 percent (6.1). 
The profitability target for capital employed is set at  
15 percent. The Group's profitability target refers to  
an average over a business cycle.
 The equity ratio amounted to 28.5 percent (25.2)  
at the end of the year.
 Liquid assets were MSEK 4.2 (6.6) at the end of the 
year, while the Group's unutilised credit facilities, in 
addition to liquid assets, totalled MSEK 153.7 (127.1).
 The cash flow from current operations was MSEK 
28.4 (-4.6) and the corresponding amount after invest-
ments was MSEK 7.9 (-51.1). The working capitalre-
duction achieved during the year through stock reduc-
tions of MSEK 44.1 and MSEK 6.0 from a reduction in 
trade debtors has, to a certain extent, been offset by  
a reduction in trade creditors. 
 The balance sheet total as of 31 December 2009 
was MSEK 499.3, compared with MSEK 563.6 as of 
31 December 2008.

Risk
ProfilGruppen is exposed to financial risks, which are 
described in detail in note 20. 

Market 
The market for aluminium extrusions has weakened by 
22 percent under 2009 according to an assessment 
by the European Aluminium Association (EAA). During 
the fourth quarter the market has shown signs of a 
commenced recovery, more accentuated in northern 
and central Europe. The automotive industry, where the 
upturn for cars has been accelerated by stimuli packag-
es, is showing a clear volume increase. The market for 
heavy vehicles has not benefited from those measures 
but is now showing a stabilisation. In the construction 
industry some parts of the sector continue to weaken 
further due to difficulties in financing larger projects.  
 The price of aluminium raw material on London Metal 
Exchange (LME) has, after a dramatic drop during the 
second half of 2008, gradually increased during 2009. 
The average price during the year has been approxi-
mately USD 1 700 per ton, which is 35 percent lower 
than in 2008.
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Manufacturing
The cornerstone of ProfilGruppen's production is the 
extrusion of aluminium profiles at ProfilGruppen Extrusions 
AB. The company has three press lines for the manufac-
ture of extrusions. The Group´s production of aluminium 
extrusions totalled 17,075 tons (22,600) in 2009. 
 The Group's processing companies have at 
their disposal advanced machinery used mainly for 
CNC machining, bending and surface treatment. 
ProfilGruppen Components AB specialises in surface 
treatment. ProfilGruppen Manufacturing AB focuses  
on bending and cutting processing, mainly for larger 
runs, using automated production lines.

Development work
Continuous improvement of processes and products is 
an important part of ProfilGruppen’s work. The Group 
creates new products and product models for existing 
and potential customer assignments on a daily basis. 
Close cooperation between the Group and its custom-
ers helps to broaden knowledge of the customer's 
products, and constructive ideas can be put forward 
concerning possible improvements to the product's 
properties. During the construction and design phase, 
the Group has excellent opportunities to improve the 
product's environmental impact, life cycle economy 
and potential for recycling.
 Process development is carried out in partnership 
with customers, raw material suppliers and tool- and 
machinery manufacturers. 
 The costs associated with this work do not normally 
meet the criteria to be recognised as assets, but are 
recorded as cost of goods sold and selling expenses 
in the consolidated profit and loss account (see note 
7). For each development project there is an assess-
ment of whether or not the costs shall be capitalised. 
During the year no development costs have been 
capitalised.

Quality
ProfilGruppen Extrusions AB was certified in accord-
ance with the quality assurance system ISO 9002 
back in 1991, and has since transferred to the new 
standard ISO 9001:2000. In 1999, ProfilGruppen 
was the first Scandinavian company in its sector 
to be certified in accordance with the automotive 
industry's quality system at the time, QS-9000. This 
standard was later replaced by ISO/TS 16949 and 
ProfilGruppen has been certified in accordance with 
this since 2006. As certificates are only valid for a  
period of three years, certification has been renewed 
with the Group receiving its renewed certificate for  
ISO 9001 and ISO/TS 16949 in 2009.
 ProfilGruppen has also been approved since 1998 
in accordance with the environmental management 
system ISO 14001.

Environmental information
ProfilGruppen contributes to positive development 
in the area of the environment by offering customers 
aluminium extrusions and surface treatments using 
anodisation. This is better from a life cycle perspective 
and means that environmentally harmful materials  
and processes are replaced.
 The Group conducts operations that require 
a permit and are reportable under the Swedish 
Environmental Code. Within the Group there are 
production sites for the manufacture of aluminium 
extrusions and for processing using surface treatment 
and machining. These activities have an impact on the 
external environment, mainly in the form of discharges 
into water and noise. All waste water from the activi-
ties is purified before being discharged.
 ProfilGruppen has commenced the consultation 
process in accordance with the Environmental Code in 
preparation for a new application to expand its opera-
tions for pressing and surface treatment of aluminium 
extrusions.
 A follow-up report on the Group's environmental tar-
gets is included elsewhere in the annual accounts. The 
environmental policy can be viewed on our website at 
www.profilgruppen.com.

Personnel
Redundancies were conducted at the end of 2008, 
and a total of 60 people left the Group at the begin-
ning of the year. 
 During the first quarter, the Group was forced to 
make additional redundancies affecting a total of 35 
employees in order to adapt the business and capacity 
to suit the unfavourable market conditions. This person-
nel left the Group during the second quarter of the year.
 The average number of employees in the Group 
totalled 376 (460), of whom 55 (68) employed by the 
processing companies, ProfilGruppen Components AB 
and ProfilGruppen Manufacturing AB. Women make 
up 25 percent (26) of the Group’s total workforce. Staff 
turnover during the year amounted to 3.8 percent (3.7). 
 Payroll expenses amounted to MSEK 131.8 (167.1).

Guidelines for payments for senior executives
The Remuneration Committee, appointed by the 
Board, prepares proposals for principles for remunera-
tion for the Group's CEO and other senior executives. 
The Group's seven senior executives, including the 
CEO, have agreements concerning variable remunera-
tion in addition to a fixed salary. The amount of vari-
able remuneration is linked to the Group's profit after 
financial items and defined individual targets. Variable 
remuneration could amount to a maximum of 25 per-
cent of the fixed salary, which corresponds to a maxi-
mum cost of MSEK 1.7 for 2010. On the termination 
of an employment contract on the part of the  

1) The number of shares has been recalculated 
historically with reference to the redemption 
scheme implemented during 2006.
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company, a period of notice of two years applies for  
the CEO and normally six months for other senior  
executives. Agreements on pension benefits are arranged 
individually and the pension costs can amount to a maxi-
mum of 35 percent of the fixed and variable salary.
 The Board of Directors proposes that these princi-
ples, in all essentials, remain in effect in 2010 and that 
the Board shall be given a mandate to divert from the 
guidelines if there are specific reasons for this in an indi-
vidual case.

Corporate governance
The work of the Board of ProfilGruppen AB is regulated 
by the formal work plan, which is established annually 
at the Board meeting following election at the Annual 
General Meeting. Issues concerning audits or internal 
controls are prepared by the Board's Audit Committee, 
while issues concerning remuneration are prepared by 
the Remuneration Committee. Prior to the 2010 Annual 
General Meeting, the Nomination Committee will be 
responsible for proposing Board members and fees for 
the Board, committees and auditors. More information 
on the work of the Board and corporate governance at 
ProfilGruppen can be found in the corporate governance 
report on pages 50-52 and at www.profilgruppen.com.

Share capital and the Board’s authorisation to 
make decisions regarding a new share issue
Share capital in ProfilGruppen is made up of 4,932,517 
shares. Each share in the company corresponds to one vote.
 The individual shareholdings exceeding ten percent 
are Lars Johansson's 14.4 percent, Prior&Nilsson's 12.4 
percent, and Ringvägen Venture AB's 10.5 percent.
 In order to finance potential company acquisitions 
using the company's own shares, the Board was 
authorised at the Annual General Meeting in March 
2009 for the period until the next Annual General 
Meeting to make decisions on the new issue of class B 
shares. The number of shares may not exceed 400,000 
and new issues may be carried out on one or more 
occasions. Deviations from the shareholders' preferential 
rights are permitted. The issue price must correspond to 
the assessed market value of the shares. In the event of 
full exploitation of the authority, this corresponds to eight 
percent of the total number of shares. This authority has 
yet to be invoked.

Outlook for 2010 
There are signs of recovery on the European market for 
aluminium profiles, but the development is still difficult 
to assess.

 
 
 

THE PARENT COMPANY

Net turnover in the parent company, ProfilGruppen AB, 
consists of rent and remuneration for services from 
companies in the Group. No purchases were made from 
Group companies. 
 The parent company has one (1) employee.

Dividend
Due to the Group's results, the Board is proposing no 
dividend payout for the 2009 financial year.
 The Board and the CEO propose that standing profits 
available as per the balance sheet, SEK 6,414,550, be 
disposed of in the following manner:

dividend to shareholders    SEK 0
to be carried forward SEK 6,414,550

  SEK 6,414,550

Details of the company's and the Group's profits and 
overall financial position are to be found in the following 
profit and loss account and balance sheet, together with 
notes to the accounts.

DIVIDEND PER SHARE, SEK

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009

2.30

2.80

3.30

1.0

0.01)

1) Dividend proposed by the Board.
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   2005 2006 2007 2008 2009

Net turnover MSEK 926.7 1,086.9 1,179.4 1,086.1 764.3
Profit/loss before depreciation and write-downs MSEK 79.2 76.6 95.6 48.3 21.7
Operating profit/loss MSEK 43.2 44.2 63.3 16.5 -10.5
Operating margin % 4.7 4.1 5.4 1.5 -1.4
Profit before tax MSEK 38.7 19.3 57.0 10.0 -17.8
Profit margin % 4.2 1.8 4.8 0.9 -2.3
      
Return on equity % 11.6 4.4 25.1 5.9 -9.6
Return on capital employed % 13.0 9.3 22.8 6.1 -3.6
Cash flow from current operations MSEK 78.7 72.5 78.4 -4.6 28.4
Investments MSEK 36.8 38.3 24.7 56.5 20.4
Liquidity reserves MSEK 221.7 163.6 212.1 133.7 157.9
      
Net debt MSEK 55.1 109.4 65.0 135.8 140.0
Interest-bearing liabilities and interest-bearing provisions MSEK 98.5 138.2 103.6 142.4 144.1
Net debt/equity ratio times 0.23 0.74 0.38 0.95 0.98
      
Balance sheet total MSEK 616.9 606.3 615.9 563.6 499.3
Equity ratio % 38.5 24.5 28.0 25.2 28.5
Capital turnover rate times 2.7 3.5 4.2 3.9 2.7
Proportion of risk-bearing capital % 47.3 33.1 36.9 32.5 37.2
Interest coverage ratio times 7.7 3.0 9.0 2.4 -1.4

Employees
Average number of employees   492 477 475 460 376 
Number of positions at year-end  471 468 472 436 353
Employee turnover % 4.6 3.3 5.7 3.7 3.8
Average age years 41 41 43 42 43
Payroll expenses including social security contributions MSEK 210.6 208.9 226.2 228.2 184.8
Net turnover per employee (average) SEK 000's 1,884 2,277 2,481 2,359 2,034
Profit before tax per employee (average) SEK 000's 79 40 120 22 -47

Per share
Average number of shares 1) thousands 5,971 5,624 4,933 4,933 4,933
Earnings per share SEK 4.48 1.53 8.15 1.88 -2.77
Cash flow per share SEK 13.18 12.90 15.89 -0.93 5.76
Tangible value per share SEK 41.42 30.09 34.92 28.85 28.86
Dividend per share 2) SEK 2.30 2.80 3.60 1.00 0.00

1) There is no dilution. The average number of shares has been recalculated historically with reference to the redemption 
scheme implemented during 2006.

2) For 2009 this refers to the dividend proposed by the Board.

For quarterly data see www.profilgruppen.com. 
Definitions of financial   terms may be found on the inside of the rear flap. 

FIVE-YEAR SUMMARY
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 (MSEK) Note 2009 2008
 
Net turnover 2, 3 764.3 1,086.1
Cost of goods sold   -688.3 -965.3

Gross profit  76.0 120.8
    
Other operating income 4 0.2 0.6
Selling expenses  -46.1 -55.1
Administrative expenses  -40.6 -49.8

Operating profit/loss 5, 6, 7 -10.5 16.5
 Financial income 8 0.3 0.6
 Financial expenses 8 -7.6 -7.1
Net financial income/expense  -7.3 -6.5

Profit before tax  -17.8 10.0
Tax  10 4.1 -0.7

Profit for the year  -13.7 9.3

Other comprehensive income
Changes in cash flow hedges  18.2 -22.0
Other items reported directly against equity  0.5 0.5

Comprehensive income for the year  5.0 -12.2

Earnings per share before and after dilution, SEK 17 -2.77 1.88

Consolidated comprehensive income

Consolidated financial position
 (MSEK)  Note 31-12-2009 31-12-2008
 
Assets Intangible fixed assets 11 10.0 10.0
 Tangible fixed assets 12 271.3 284.2
 Other shares and participations 13 0.2 0.2

 Total fixed assets  281.5 294.4

 Stocks 14 84.0 128.2
 Trade debtors 15 98.6 104.6
 Prepaid expenses and accrued income  5.4 9.3
 Current tax claims  5.2 10.3
 Other receivables  20.4 10.2
 Liquid assets 23 4.2 6.6

 Total current assets  217.8 269.2

Total assets  3 499.3 563.6

Equity Share capital  24.7 24.7
 Other paid-up capital  1.4 1.4
 Reserves  -4.0 -22.1
 Profit brought forward, plus profit for the year  120.3 138.3

 Total equity 16 142.4 142.3

Liabilities Long-term interest-bearing liabilities 18, 20 81.6 81.9
 Provisions for pensions 5 10.5 9.2
 Deferred tax liabilities 10 43.7 41.0

 Total long-term liabilities  135.8 132.1
 
 Current interest-bearing liabilities 18, 20 52.0 51.3
 Trade creditors  111.7 143.9
 Current tax liabilities  0.7 0.5
 Other liabilities  11.8 34.9
 Accrued expenses and deferred income 19 44.9 58.6

 Total current liabilities  221.1 289.2

 Total liabilities  356.9 421.3

Total equity and liabilities  499.3 563.6

For pledged assets and contingent liabilities, refer to note 21.
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 (MSEK) Note 2009 2008
 

Current operations 23  
Profit after financial items  -17.8 10.0
Adjustment for items not included in the cash flow  32.9 31.7
Paid income tax  3.2 -18.9

Cash flow from current operations prior to changes in working capital  18.3 22.8

Cash flow from changes in working capital
Stocks 1)  44.2 5.2
Operating receivables 1)  4.6 43.4
Operating liabilities 2)  -38.7 -76.0

Cash flow from current operations  28.4 -4.6

Investment activities   
Acquisition of tangible fixed assets  -21.1 -48.4
Sale of tangible fixed assets  0.6 1.9

Cash flow from investment activities  -20.5 -46.5

Financing activities
Dividend to shareholders  -4.9 -17.8
Issuance of loans 3)  0.8 50.1
Repayment of loans  -5.7 -12.5
Repayment of leasing liabilities  -0.8 -0.9

Cash flow from financing activities  -10.6 18.9

Cash flow for the year  -2.7 -32.2

Liquid assets, opening balance  6.6 38.7
Translation differences in liquid assets  0.3 0.1

Liquid assets, closing balance  4.2 6.6
1) increase - / decrease +   2) increase + / decrease -    3) includes change in bank overdraft facility utilised

Consolidated cash flows

   Share Other paid-up Reserves Profit brought forward, Total
(MSEK) capital capital  plus profit for the year equity
 

Equity 01-01-2008  24.7 1.4 -0.4 146.6 172.3
Profit for the year     9.3 9.3 
Other comprehensive income    -21.7 0.2 -21.5
Dividend per share SEK 3.60     -17.8 -17.8

Closing equity 31-12-2008  24.7 1.4 -22.1 138.3 142.3

Equity 01-01-2009  24.7 1.4 -22.1 138.3 142.3
Profit for the year     -13.7 -13.7
Other comprehensive income    18.1 0.6 18.7 
Dividend per share SEK 1.00     -4.9 -4.9

Closing equity 31-12-2009  24.7 1.4 -4.0 120.3 142.4
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 (MSEK) Note 2009 2008
 
Net turnover  24.7 18.6
Cost of goods sold  -3.4 -2.9

Gross profit  21.3 15.7

Administrative expenses  -6.6 -6.7
Other operating income 4 0.0 0.0

Operating profit/loss 5, 6 14.7 9.0

Profit from shares in Group companies 8 0.0 0.0
Interest income and similar profit/loss items 8 1.2 0.0
Interest expenses and similar profit/loss items 8 -4.1 -3.2

Profit after financial items  11.8 5.8

Appropriations 9 -0.2 -3.9

Profit before tax  11.6 1.9

Tax  10 -3.1 -0.5

Profit for the year  8.5 1.4

The parent company's turnover comprises rent from Swedish companies in the Group. For dividend per share, refer to note 16.

Profit and loss account - the parent company

Balance sheet - the parent company
(MSEK) Note 31-12-2009 31-12-2008
 
Assets Tangible fixed assets 12  98.8 98.0

 Financial fixed assets: Shares in Group companies 22 108.9 108.9

 Total fixed assets  207.7 206.9

  Receivables from Group companies  0.9 0.8
  Prepaid expenses and accrued income  0.1 4.6
  Current tax claims  3.2 1.7

 Total current receivables  4.2 7.1
 Cash and bank balances 23 0.4 0.4

 Total current assets  4.6 7.5

Total assets    212.3 214.4

Equity and liabilities

 Restricted equity   
  Share capital  24.7 24.7
  Statutory reserves  1.3 1.3
 Non-restricted equity
  Profit brought forward  -2.1 9.6
  Profit for the year  8.5 1.4

 Total equity 16 32.4 37.0

 Untaxed reserves 9 23.3 23.2
 Provisions for taxes 10 3.2 2.9
 Long-term interest-bearing liabilities to credit institutions 18, 20 44.7 49.7
 Current liabilities
  Interest-bearing liabilities to credit institutions 18, 20 17.5 14.9
  Non-interest-bearing liabilities
   Trade creditors  0.1 0.0
   Liabilities to Group companies  86.6 83.3
   Other liabilities  1.4 0.5
   Accrued expenses and deferred income 19 3.1 2.9

 Total current liabilities  108.7 101.6

Total equity and liabilities  212.3 214.4

Pledged assets for liabilities to credit institutions
 Property mortgages  78.6 64.7
 Shares in subsidiaries  101.2 101.2

Contingent liabilities
 Guarantees for Group companies  38.8 9.3
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Non-restricted
equity

Total
equity

Share 
capital

Statutory 
reserves

        Restricted equity  

  
 

Equity 01-01-2008  24.7 1.3 19.7 45.7

Repayment of VAT with respect to redemption costs for 2006    0.4 0.4
Group contribution received/paid    7.2 7.2

Total changes in wealth reported directly against
equity, excl. transactions with owners  0.0 0.0 7.6 7.6
Profit for the year    1.4 1.4

Total changes in wealth, excl. transactions with owners  0.0 0.0 9.0 9.0
Dividend    -17.8 -17.8

Closing equity 31-12-2008  24.7 1.3 11.0 37.0

Equity 01-01-2009  24.7 1.3 11.0 37.0

Group contribution received/paid    -8.2 -8.2

Total changes in wealth reported directly against  0.0 0.0 -8.2 -8.2
equity, excl. transactions with owners     
Profit for the year    8.5 8.5

Total changes in wealth, excl. transactions with owners  0.0 0.0 0.3 0.3
Dividend    -4.9 -4.9

Closing equity 31-12-2009  24.7 1.3 6.4 32.4

Proposed dividend for 2010    0.0 0.0

Changes in the parent company’s equity

 (MSEK) Note 2009 2008
 
Current operations 23
Profit after financial items  11.8 5.8
Adjustment for items not included in the cash flow  3.3 3.1
Paid income tax  -1.8 -5.5

Cash flow from current operations prior to changes in working capital  13.3 3.4

Cash flow from changes in working capital

Operating receivables 1)  4.4 -4.2
Operating liabilities 2)  -1.6 29.7

Cash flow from current operations  16.1 28.9

Investment activities
Acquisition of tangible fixed assets  -8.9 -13.7
Acquisition of financial assets  0.0 0.0

Cash flow from investment activities  -8.9 -13.7

Financing activities
Dividend to shareholders  -4.9 -17.8
Issuance of loans 3)  2.7 3.1
Repayment of loans  -5.0 -0.5

Cash flow from financing activities  -7.2 -15.2

Cash flow for the year  0.0 0.0

Liquid assets, opening balance  0.4 0.4
Liquid assets, closing balance  0.4 0.4

1) increase - / decrease +  2) increase + / decrease -  3) including change in bank overdraft facility utilised

Cash flow statement – the parent company 
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Notes 

Compliance with set standards and legislation
The consolidated accounts have been drawn up in accordance with 
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) issued by the International 
Accounting Standards Board (IASB) and interpretation guidelines from 
the International Financial Reporting Interpretations Committee (IFRIC) as 
approved by the EC Commission for application within the EU. RFR 1:2 
Supplementary Accounting Regulations for Groups has also been applied.
 Unless otherwise stated under the heading The parent company's 
accounting principles, the same principles are applied to the parent  
company as to the Group. Any deviations that occur are due to restrictions 
in the ability to apply IFRS to the parent company as a result of the  
Swedish Annual Accounts Act (ÅRL) and the Act on Safeguarding of Pension 
Obligations (Tryggandelagen), as well as, in some instances, tax rules.

Prerequisites when drawing up the parent company 
and Group's financial reports
The parent company's functional currency is Swedish krona, which is the 
reporting currency for both the parent company and the Group. The finan-
cial reports are therefore presented in Swedish krona (SEK). All amounts, 
unless stated otherwise, are rounded off to the nearest million kronor. 
Assets and liabilities are reported at historical acquisition values, with the 
exception of certain financial assets and liabilities that are estimated at  
actual value. Financial assets and liabilities that are estimated at actual value  
comprise derivative securities or markateble financial assets.  
 The accounting principles set out below for the Group have been applied 
consistently to those periods included in the Group's financial reports, 
unless otherwise stated below. The Group's accounting principles have 
been applied consistently to any reporting and consolidation of subsidiaries.  

Revised accounting principles
The accounting principles applied are consistent with those that were 
applied the previous year, with the exceptions indicated below.
 During the year the Group has introduced the following standards, 
changes and interpretations, which have entered into force in 2009 and 
been approved by the EU, and are deemed of relevance to the Group. 

•	 Changes	to	IAS	1	Presentation	of	Financial	Statements.

•	 IAS	27	Consolidated	and	Separate	Financial	Statements.	Changes	
regarding dividend received.

•	 IFRS	8	Operating	Segments.

•	 Changes	to	IAS	23	Borrowing	Costs.

•	 Changes	to	IFRS	7	Financial	Instruments:	Disclosures.	
 
The application of these standards and interpretations has not had any 
significant impact on the Group's results or position during 2009. However, 
they have resulted in changes to the presentation of financial statements, 
certain note disclosures, and, in some instances, accounting principles.  
As a consequence of the changes to IAS 1, the Group has chosen to 
present its results in a single report, the statement of comprehensive 
income. The standards, changes and interpretations that have entered into 
force but are not of relevance to the Group are not reported here. 
 For 2009, the Group has not applied any standard, change or interpretation 
prematurely. The following standards and interpretations shall apply for 2010 
or later, and their relevance to ProfilGruppen will be assessed during 2010.

•	 IFRS	3R	Business	Combinations	and	IAS	27R	Consolidated	and		 	

 Separate Financial Statements.

•	 Change	to	IFRS	2	Share-based	Payment.

•	 IFRS	9	Financial	instruments:	(not	yet	approved by EU).

•	 Change	to	IAS	24	Related	Party	Disclosures	(not	yet	approved	by	EU).

•	 Change	to	IAS	32	Financial	Instruments:	Presentation.

•	 Change	to	IAS	39	Financial	Instruments:	Recognition	and	Measurement.

•	 IFRIC	17	Distributions	of	Non-cash	Assets	to	Owners.

•	 IFRIC	19	Extinguishing	Financial	Liabilities	with	Equity	Instruments	(not		

 yet approved by EU).

Important estimates and assessments 
Drawing up the financial reports in accordance with IFRS requires the  
company’s management to make assessments, estimates and assump-
tions that affect the application of the accounting principles as well as the 
reported amounts. All estimates and assumptions are based on past experi-
ence and a number of other factors that under the circumstances appear 
reasonable. The results of these estimates and assumptions are then used 
to assess the reported value of assets and liabilities that cannot be clarified 
by other means or sources. The actual outcome may differ from these esti-
mates and assessments.
 The following important assessments have been made when applying  
the Group's accounting principles.

Stocks 
Stocks are valued at the lowest of the acquisition value and the net realis-
able value, which normally means valuation at acquisition value. The net 
realisable value is to some extent an assessment based on forecasts from 
customers but also on historical data. Towards the end of 2008, the price 
of aluminium fell unusually quickly and the net realisable value as of 31 
December 2008 was assessed as being MSEK 8.4 below the acquisition 
value. The Group's financial results were thus charged with this write-down. 
In the accounts for 2009 stocks are valued at acquisition value. 
 
Restructuring costs 
As part of the restructuring process, provisions have been made for future 
expenses that could be calculated with relative certainty. The accounts for 
2008 included such provisions of MSEK 7.6 for salaries and similar items 
during the remaining notice period. No such provisions have been made in 
2009.
 
Doubtful trade debtors 
On each closing day the Group assesses whether there is any indication of 
a need for credit risk provisions. The assessment is made individually per 
customer, primarily in consultation between the sales customer manager 
and the Group's credit manager. In cases where the customer's financial 
situation makes it likely that payments will not be made, the possibilities for 
securing payment via credit insurance or from bankruptcy estate are also 
assessed. Following the best possible assessment, a provision is made  
corresponding to the receivable that is in risk of being lost. 
 
Impairment test of goodwill 
When calculating the recoverable amount for cash-generating units for the 
assessment of any write-down requirement for goodwill, several assump-
tions about future relationships and other parameter estimates were neces-
sary. Please refer to note 11. 
 
Exposure to foreign currencies 
Changes in exchange rates can have a relatively large impact on the 
Group's financial results. Note 20 contains more information on the Group’s 
exposure to foreign currencies and the measures taken to reduce the risk of 
the exposure. 
 
Pension commitments
The company’s management has assessed the expected return on  
administrative assets in Norway, to exceed the discount rate by one  
percentage point, since this is the level of return used for Norwegian com-
panies during 2009. If the actual return during 2010 exceeds the long-term 
expected return, the Group’s unreported actuarial gains would increase, 
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which may cause the unreported actuarial gains to fall outside the corridor, 
meaning a proportion of these would have to be reported in the profit and 
loss account and balance sheet. Large negative deviations could possibly 
lead to actuarial losses having to be reported. 

Classification, etc.
Fixed assets and long-term liabilities consist mainly of amounts that are expect-
ed to be recovered or paid more than twelve months after the closing day.
 Current assets and current liabilities consist mainly of amounts that are 
expected to be recovered or paid within twelve months of the closing day. 
 For each balance sheet item that includes amounts expected to be 
recovered or paid both within and after twelve months from the closing day, 
this information is provided in a note to the balance sheet item in question. 

Consolidation principles
Subsidiaries
Subsidiaries are companies over which the parent company has a  
ontrolling influence. Controlling influence means having the right, directly or 
indirectly, to shape a company's financial and operational strategies for the 
purpose of achieving financial advantages. When determining whether or 
not a controlling influence exists, potential voting shares that can be utilised 
or converted without delay must also be considered. 
 Subsidiaries are reported using acquisition accounting. This means that 
the acquisition of a subsidiary is regarded as a transaction where the Group 
indirectly acquires the subsidiary's assets and assumes responsibility for its 
liabilities and contingent liabilities. The acquisition value on consolidation is 
established through an acquisition analysis in connection with the acquisi-
tion. The analysis determines both the acquisition value of the participations 
or business and the actual value on the acquisition date of acquired identifi-
able assets and assumed liabilities and contingent liabilities. The acquisition 
value of shares in subsidiaries and the business comprises the actual values 
as of the date of transfer of assets, arisen or assumed liabilities and issued 
equity instruments that have been submitted as remuneration in exchange 
for the acquired net assets as well as transaction costs that are directly 
attributable to the acquisition. In case of acquisitions where the acquisition 
cost exceeds the net value of acquired assets and assumed liabilities as 
well as contingent liabilities, the difference is reported as goodwill. When the 
difference is negative, this is reported directly in the profit and loss account.
 The financial reports of subsidiaries are included in the consolidated accounts 
from the acquisition date until the date the controlling influence ceases.
 
Elimination through consolidation
Intra-group receivables and liabilities, income or expenses and unrealised gains 
or losses that arise through intra-group transactions between Group companies 
are eliminated entirety when the consolidated accounts are drawn up.

Foreign currency
Transactions in a foreign currency
Transactions in a foreign currency are converted to the functional currency  
at the exchange rate prevailing on the transaction day. Functional  
currency refers to the currency in the primary economic environments where 
companies in the Group operate. Monetary assets and liabilities in foreign 
currencies are converted to the functional currency at the closing day rate. 
Exchange rate differences that arise during conversion are reported in the 
profit and loss account. Non-monetary assets and liabilities that are reported 
at the historical acquisition value are converted at the exchange rate on the 
transaction day. Non-monetary assets and liabilities that are reported at the 
actual value are converted to the functional currency at the exchange rate on 
the date the actual value is estimated, at which time exchange rate changes 
are reported together with other value changes to assets or liabilities.
 
Financial reports concerning foreign operations
Assets and liabilities related to foreign operations, including goodwill and 

other consolidation surplus and under values, are converted to Swedish 
krona at the closing day rate. Income and expenses from a foreign opera-
tion are converted to Swedish krona at an average exchange rate that is  
an approximation of the rates on each transaction day. Translation differen-
ces that occur during currency conversion of foreign operations are reported 
directly as other comprehensive income. 

Income
The Group's net turnover essentially comprises income from sales of goods. 
Income from the sale of goods is reported as income once the Group has 
transferred the essential risks and benefits associated with ownership of  
the goods to the purchaser on delivery and does not exercise any actual  
control over the goods sold. 
 The income is reported at the actual value of what was received or will 
be received with deductions for discounts allowed. Income is not reported  
if it is likely that the Group will not benefit from any financial advantages.
 Income from the sale of property is normally reported on the day of tak-
ing possession unless the risks and benefits have been transferred to the 
purchaser at an earlier date. Control of the asset may have been transferred 
at an earlier date than the day of taking possession; if this has occurred 
the sale of the property is reported as income at this earlier date. When 
assessing the date for reporting income, any details agreed by the parties 
concerning risks and benefits and commitment to ongoing management 
must be considered. Circumstances that could affect the outcome of the 
deal and which are beyond the control of the seller and/or purchaser must 
also be taken into account.

Operating expenses and financial income and expenses
Lease contracts
Leasing where the Group essentially adopts the same position as with direct 
ownership of the asset is classified as a financial lease. Thus, the leased 
asset is reported as a tangible fixed asset and the future obligation as a 
liability in the balance sheet. Leasing of assets where the lessor remains, in 
all essentials, the asset's owner is classified as an operational lease. Costs 
for operational leases are recorded linearly during the leasing period.
 
Financial income and expenses
Financial income and expenses comprise interest income from bank  
balances and receivables, and interest expenses on loans, dividend income, 
exchange rate differences, unrealised and realised gains on financial invest-
ments, as well as derivative instruments used within financial activities.
 Dividend income is reported once the right to receive payment has been 
established. 

 
Financial instruments
Financial instruments recognised in the balance sheet include, on the asset 
side; liquid assets, trade debtors, financial investments, and derivatives. 
Items regarded as liabilities and equity include trade creditors, loans, and 
derivatives.
 A financial asset or financial liability is recognised in the balance sheet 
when the company becomes party to the instrument's contractual terms. 
Trade debtors are taken up in the balance sheet once an invoice has been 
issued. Any liability is taken up once the other party has performed their 
contractual obligations for which payment is required, even if no invoice 
has been received. Trade creditors are taken up once an invoice has been 
received.
 A financial asset is removed from the balance sheet once the rights as 
per the contract are realised or fall due, or the company loses control of 
them. The same applies to part of a financial asset. A financial liability is 
removed from the balance sheet once the obligation under the contract  
has been fulfilled or otherwise expired. The same applies to part of a finan-
cial liability. The acquisitions and divestments of financial assets are reported 
on the trade date, which is the day on which the company commits itself to 
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acquire or divest the asset, except in those instances when the company 
acquires or divest listed securities, which are instead reported on the  
settlement date. 
 Financial instruments are reported initially at acquisition value correspond-
ing to the instrument's actual value. Further reporting then depends on how 
instruments are classified in accordance with the following. 
 The actual value of listed financial assets corresponds to the asset's 
listed buying price on the closing day. The actual value of unlisted financial 
assets is determined using valuation methodes, for example, recently  
completed transactions, prices of similar instruments or discounted cash 
flows. For additional information, refer to note 20.
 On each reporting date, the company assesses whether there are any 
objective indications that a financial asset or a group of financial assets is  
in need of write-down. 
 IAS 39 divides financial instruments into categories. Classification 
depends on the intended purpose of the acquisition of the financial  
instrument. The company's management determines the classification on 
the original acquisition date. 
 The categories used by the Group are the following:

Loans and receivables
Loans and receivables are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or  
determinable payments that are not listed on an active market. Receivables 
arise when companies provide money, goods or services direct to the bor-
rower with no intention of carrying on trade in the rights in action.  
This category also includes acquired receivables. Assets in this category  
are measured at the accrued acquisition value. The accrued acquisition 
value is determined based on the effective interest rate as calculated on  
the acquisition date. 

Available-for-sale financial assets
The Available-for-sale financial assets category (AFS) includes financial 
assets not classified in any other category or those that the company initially 
chose to classify in this category. Holdings of shares and participations 
not reported as subsidiaries, associated companies or joint ventures are 
reported here. Assets in this category are continuously measured at actual 
value with change in value against other comprehensive income, though not 
those that are due to write-downs, interest on debt instruments, dividend 
income and exchange rate differences on monetary items, which are report-
ed in the profit and loss account. When investments are removed from the 
balance sheet, any previously reported accumulated profit or loss in equity 
is transferred to the profit and loss account. 
 
Other financial liabilities
Financial liabilities that are not held for trading are measured at the accrued 
acquisition value. The accrued acquisition value is determined based on the 
effective rate as calculated when the liability was taken up. This means that 
surplus and under values, such as direct financing and issue expenses, are 
allocated over the term of the liability. 

Assets and liabilities valued at actual value via the profit and loss account
All derivatives are reported at actual value in the balance sheet. Value chang-
es are reported in the profit and loss account for hedging at actual value. 
For cash flow hedging, the value changes are reported in specific categories 
under equity pending the hedged item being reported in the profit and loss 
account. Hedge accounting is described in greater detail below.

Liquid assets
Liquid assets comprise cash funds and instantly accessible balances with 
banks and similar institutions, as well as short-term liquid investments 
with a term from the acquisition date of less than three months, which are 
exposed to only a minor risk of value fluctuations. 
 
Other receivables
Other receivables are receivables that arise when the company provides 
money with no intention of carrying on trade involving rights in action. If the 

expected term of possession is more than one year, they are classed as 
long-term receivables, and if it is less, they are classed as other receivables. 
These receivables belong to the Loans and receivables category.

Trade debtors 
Trade debtors belong to the Loans and receivables category. Trade debtors 
are reported at the amount they are expected to accrue after deductions 
for doubtful receivables that have been assessed individually. The expected 
term of trade debtors is short, which is why the value has been reported at 
a nominal amount without any discounting. Write-downs of trade debtors 
are reported in the operating expenses. Trade debtors in foreign currencies 
are converted to the functional currency at the closing day rate.

Liabilities
Liabilities are classified as other financial liabilities, which means that they 
are initially reported at the received amount after deductions for transaction 
costs. After the acquisition date, loans are measured at accrued acquisi-
tion value as per the effective rate method. Long-term liabilities have an 
expected term of more than one year, while current liabilities have a term of 
less than one year.

Trade creditors
Trade creditors belong to the Other financial liabilities category. Trade  
creditors have a short expected term and are measured without discounting 
at a nominal amount.

Derivatives and hedge accounting 
The Group's derivative securities have been procured in order to hedge the 
risks associated with interest and currency exposure to which the Group is 
subject. An embedded derivative is reported separately unless it is closely 
related to its host contract. A derivative is reported initially at actual value, 
meaning that transaction costs burden the result for that period. After the 
initial reporting, the derivative instrument is measured at actual value and 
value changes are reported as described below. 
 In order to meet the requirements for hedge accounting stated by  
IAS 39, an unambiguous link to the hedged item is required. It must also be 
the case that hedging effectively protects the hedged item, that hedge  
documentation must have been created and that effectiveness is measur-
able. Gains and losses associated with hedging are reported in the profit  
and loss account at the same time as gains and losses are reported for  
hedged items. 
 In cases where the conditions for hedge accounting are no longer  
fulfilled, the derivative instrument is reported at actual value with the  
value change via the profit and loss account.

Transaction exposure – cash flow hedges
Currency exposure regarding future forecast flows is hedged through  
currency futures. The currency future that protects the forecast flow is 
reported in the balance sheet at actual value. The value changes are 
reported directly against other comprehensive income until the hedged flow 
reaches the profit and loss account, when the hedging security`s accumu-
lated value changes are transferred to the profit and loss account in order  
to meet and match the profit effects of the hedged transaction.  
The hedged flows can be both contracted and forecasted transactions.
 When the hedged future cash flow concerns a transaction that is set up 
as an asset in the balance sheet, the hedging reserve is dissolved when  
the hedged item is reported in the balance sheet. 
 When a hedging security reaches maturity date, is sold, liquidated or 
redeemed, or the company modifies identification of the hedge relationship 
before the hedged transaction has occurred and the forecast transaction is 
still expected to occur, the reported accumulated profit or loss in the hedg-
ing reserve remains as equity and is reported in a similar way to that above 
when the transaction occurs. If the hedged transaction is no longer expected 
to occur, or if it is no longer effective, the hedging instrument's accumulated 
profit or loss is immediately dissolved against the profit and loss account in 
accordance with the principles described above for derivative instruments.
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Hedging of the Group's fixed interest – cash flow hedges
Interest swaps are used to hedge interest risks. These interest swaps 
are measured at actual value in the balance sheet. In the profit and loss 
account, the net interest payment is continuously reported as interest 
income or interest expense; any other value change in the interest swap  
is reported directly against the hedging reserve in equity provided the  
criteria for hedge accounting and effectiveness are met. 

Tangible fixed assets
Owned assets
Tangible fixed assets are reported as assets in the balance sheet if it is likely 
that future financial advantages will be available to the company and the 
acquisition value of the asset can be calculated in a reliable way.
 Tangible fixed assets are reported for the Group at acquisition value after 
deductions for accumulated depreciation and any write-downs. The acquisi-
tion value includes the purchase price and expenses directly attributable 
to the asset in order to acquire it in a condition where it can be utilised in 
accordance with the purpose of the acquisition. Principles for write-downs 
are described below. 
 The acquisition value of fixed assets produced in-house includes material 
costs, expenditure on employee remuneration, other manufacturing costs 
that are thought to be directly attributable to fixed assets, if applicable,  
and estimated expenditure on disassembly and removal of assets and  
restoration of the site or area where required.
 Tangible fixed assets that comprise elements with different useful lives  
are treated as separate components of tangible fixed assets. 
 The reported value of a tangible fixed asset is removed from the  
balance sheet when this is scrapped or divested or when no future financial 
advantages are expected from use or scrapping/divesting the asset. Any 
profit or loss resulting from the divestment or scrapping of an asset com-
prises the difference between the sales price and the asset's reported value 
with deductions for direct selling expenses. Profit and loss are reported as 
other operating income/expense.
 
Leased assets
Leasing is classified in the consolidated accounts as either a financial lease 
or an operational lease. Financial leases arise when the financial risks and  
benefits associated with ownership are substantially transferred to the  
lessee; if this is not the case, the lease is classified as an operational lease. 
 Assets leased as per a financial lease contract have been reported as 
an asset in the consolidated balance sheet. The obligation to pay future 
leasing fees has been reported as long-term and current liabilities. The 
leased assets are depreciated according to plan, while lease payments are 
reported as interest and repayment of liabilities.
 An operational lease means that the leasing fee is recorded as cost  
over the term starting from utilisation, which may differ from that which  
has actually been paid in leasing fees during the year.

Depreciation methods
Depreciation is performed linearly over the asset's estimated useful life.  
The Group applies component depreciation, which means that the compo-
nents' assessed useful lives form the basis for the depreciation. Machinery 
and equipment consist of a number of components with different useful 
lives (refer to note 12). The principal division of property is buildings and 
land. Land is not depreciated since its useful life is judged to be indetermi-
nable. Buildings are divided into office and industrial premises and consist  
of several components, the useful lives of which differ (refer to note 12).
 An asset's residual value and useful life are assessed annually.

Intangible assets
Goodwill
Goodwill represents the difference between the acquisition value for the 
business combination and the actual value of acquired assets, assumed 
liabilities and contingent liabilities. 
 Goodwill is measured as the acquisition value minus any accumulated 

write-downs. Goodwill is divided into cash-generating units and impairment 
tests are conducted annually. 

Research and development
Expenditure on research that aims to secure new scientific or technical 
knowledge is reported as a cost as it occurs. 
 Expenditure on development, where the results of any research or other 
knowledge are utilised to bring about new or improved products or process-
es, is recognised as an asset in the balance sheet if the product or process is 
technically or commercially useful, and the company has sufficient resources 
to follow up the development and then use or sell the intangible asset.
 The reported value includes all directly attributable costs, for example,  
for materials and services and employee remuneration. Other expenditure on 
development is reported in the profit and loss account as an expense as it 
occurs. During the year no development costs have been capitalised. 
 
Additional expenses
Additional expenses for capitalised intangible assets are reported as an 
asset in the balance sheet only when they increase the future financial 
advantages for the specific asset they concern. All other expenses are  
written off as they occur.

Stocks
Stocks are valued at whichever is the lowest of the acquisition value and the 
net realisable value. The acquisition value consists of an aluminium part,  
valued in accordance with the first-in, first-out principle, and a processing 
part valued at weighted average costs. The same method has been used 
for all goods of a similar nature. For in-house manufactured semi-finished 
and finished products, the acquisition value consists of direct manufacturing 
costs and a reasonable proportion of indirect manufacturing costs. During 
valuation, consideration is paid to normal capacity utilisation.
 The net realisable value is the estimated sales price for the current operation 
after deductions for estimated costs for preparation and bringing about a sale. 

Write-downs
The reported values of the Group's assets, with the exception of stocks  
and deferred tax claims, are reviewed on each closing day to assess 
whether there is any indication of a write-down requirement. If there is such 
an indication, the asset's recoverable value is calculated. The valuation of 
assets that are exempt as per the above is reviewed as per the relevant 
standard. For goodwill, the recoverable amount is calculated annually.
 If it is not possible to establish essentially independent cash flows for an 
individual asset, the assets must be grouped during an impairment test of write-
down requirements at the lowest level at which it is possible to identify essen-
tially independent cash flows (a cash-generating unit). A write-down is reported 
when an asset or cash-generating unit's reported value exceeds the recover-
able amount. A write-down is charged against the profit and loss account.
 The recoverable amount is the higher of the actual value minus selling 
expenses and the useful value. When calculating the useful value, future 
cash flows are discounted using a discount factor that takes into considera-
tion risk-free interest and the risk that is associated with the specific asset.
 
Impairment test for financial assets
On each reporting date, the company assesses whether there is any 
objective evidence that a financial asset or a group of assets is in need of 
write-down. Objective evidence consists partly of observable circumstances 
that have arisen and that have a negative impact on the ability to recover 
the acquisition value, and partly of a significant or protracted decrease in 
the actual value of an investment in a financial investment classified as an 
available-for-sale financial asset. 
 When writing down an equity instrument classified as an available-for-
sale financial asset, previously reported accumulated gains or losses in the 
hedging reserve in equity are transferred to the profit and loss account. 
The recoverable amount for assets belonging to the Held-to-maturity  
investments and Loans and receivables categories, which are reported at 
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the accrued acquisition value, is calculated as the present value of future 
cash flows dicounted at the effective interest rate that was applicable when 
the asset was reported for the first time. Assets with a short term are not 
discounted. A write-down burdens the profit and loss account.
 
Reversing write-downs
A write-down is reversed if there is both an indication that the write-down 
requirement no longer exists and that there has been a change in the 
assumptions that formed the basis for calculating the recoverable amount. 
However, goodwill write-downs are never reversed. A reversal is only made 
to the extent the asset's reported value after reversal does not exceed the 
reported value that would have been reported, with deductions for depre-
ciation where appropriate, if no write-down had been made. 
 Write-downs of held-to-maturity investments or loans and receivables 
that are reported at the accrued acquisition value are reversed if a later 
increase in the recoverable amount can objectively be attributed to an  
event that occurred after the write-down was made. 
 Write-downs of equity instruments classified as available-for-sale financial 
assets, which were previously reported in the profit and loss account, may 
not be reversed later via the profit and loss account. The written-down value 
is the value on which subsequent revaluations are based, which is reported 
directly against other comprehensive income. Write-downs of interest-bear-
ing instruments, classified as available-for-sale financial assets, are reversed 
through the profit and loss account if the actual value increases and the 
increase can be objectively attributed to an event that occurred after the 
write-down was made.

Employee benefits
Defined-contribution pension schemes
Obligations regarding contributions to defined-contribution pensions are 
reported as an expense in the profit and loss account as they occur.
 
Defined-benefit pension schemes
Commitments for old-age pensions and family pensions for salaried employ-
ees in Sweden are met through insurance with Alecta. As per UFR 6, this is 
a multi-employer defined-benefit pension plan. The company has not had 
access to any information that makes it possible to report this pension as 
a defined-benefit scheme. The pension plan as per ITP that is met through 
insurance with Alecta is therefore reported as a defined-contribution pension. 
 In Norway, all employees are covered by defined-benefit pension 
schemes. In Sweden, some employees are covered by defined-benefit pen-
sion schemes; however, there are no new earned pension entitlements for 
these schemes.
 The Group's net obligation regarding defined-benefit pensions is cal-
culated separately for each pension scheme by estimating future benefits 
earned by employees through their employment during both current and 
earlier periods; this benefit is discounted to a present value and the actual 
value of any administrative assets is deducted. The discount rate is the rate 
on the closing day for a first-class corporate bond with a term equivalent to 
the Group's pension obligations. When there is no active market for such 
corporate bonds, the market rate of government bonds with an equivalent 
term is used instead. The calculation is performed by a qualified actuary 
using the projected unit credit method. 
 When the calculation creates an asset for the Group, the reported value 
of the asset is restricted to the net of unreported actuarial losses and  
unreported expenses for employment during earlier periods and the present 
value of future repayments from the scheme or reduced future payments 
into the scheme.
 When the benefits associated with a pension improve, the proportion of 
the increased benefit that is attributed to employees' employment during 
earlier periods is reported as an expense in the profit and loss account  
linearly distributed over the average period until the benefits are earned 
completely. If the benefit is earned completely, an expense is reported 
directly in the profit and loss account.  
 The corridor rule is applied. This means that that portion of the  

accumulated actuarial gains and losses which exceeds ten percent of the 
greater of the obligations' present value or the administrative assets' actual 
value is reported in the results over the expected average remaining term 
of employment for those employees covered by the scheme. Otherwise, no 
actuarial gains or losses are calculated. 
 When there is a difference in how the pension expense is established in  
a legal entity and group, a provision or claim is reported in relation to special 
employer's contributions based on this difference. The provision or claim is 
not calculated as a present value.

Remuneration following notice
A provision is reported in connection with the termination of employment 
of personnel only if the company is demonstrably obliged to terminate 
employment before the normal date or when remuneration is paid in order 
to encourage voluntary redundancy. In instances where the company ter-
minates employment, a detailed plan is to be drawn up that as a minimum 
contains details of workplaces, positions and the approximate number of 
personnel affected, as well as remuneration for each personnel category  
or position and an implementation schedule.

Provisions
A provision is reported in the balance sheet when the Group has an existing 
legal or informal obligation as a result of an event that has occurred, and it 
is likely that an outflow of financial resources will be required to regulate the 
obligation, and a reliable assessment of the amount can be made. Where 
the effect of the date of payment is important, provisions are calculated 
through discounting the expected future cash flow at an interes rate before 
tax that reflects current market assessments of the time value of money 
and, where applicable, the risks associated with the liability.
 
Taxes
Income tax comprises current tax and deferred tax. Income tax is reported 
in the profit and loss account, except when an underlying transaction is 
reported directly against other comprehensive income, when any pertaining 
tax effect is reported in the same manner. 
 Current tax is tax that must be paid or received for the current year, with 
application of the tax rates that have been adopted or adopted in practice 
as of the closing day; this also includes adjustment of current tax attribut-
able to earlier periods. 
 Deferred tax is calculated as per the balance sheet method based on 
temporary differences in the reported and fiscal values of assets and  
liabilities. A temporary difference that has arrised during initial goodwill 
reporting is not taken into consideration, and temporary differences attribut-
able to shares in subsidiaries that are not expected to be reversed within 
the foreseeable future are also not taken into consideration. The valuation 
of deferred tax is based on how reported values of assets or liabilities are 
expected to be realised or regulated. Deferred tax is calculated with applica-
tion of the tax rates and tax rules that have been adopted or adopted in 
practice as of the closing day. 
 Deferred tax claims regarding deductible temporary differences and  
deficit deductions are reported only to the extent it is likely these can be  
utilised. The value of deferred tax claims is reduced when it is assessed  
to be no longer likely that these can be utilised.
 Any additional income tax that arises through dividends is reported at  
the same time as the dividend is reported as a liability. 

Contingent liabilities (guarantees)
A contingent liability is reported when there is a possible commitment  
arising from an event that has occurred and whose occurrence is confirmed 
only by one or more uncertain future events, or when there is a commitment 
that is not being reported as a liability or provision because it is unlikely that 
an outflow of resources will be required.
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The parent company has prepared its annual accounts in accordance with 
the Swedish Annual Accounts Act and the Swedish Financial Reporting 
Board’s recommendation RFR 2.2 Accounting for Legal Entities. Statements 
issued by the Board for listed companies are also applied. RFR 2.2 states 
that the parent company in the annual accounts for the legal entity must 
apply all IFRS and statements approved by the EU, provided that this is 
possible within the framework of the Annual Accounts Act and with regard 
to the connection between accounting and taxation. The recommendation 
states the exemptions from and additions to IFRS that are to be made.
 The accounting principles mentioned below for the parent company have 
been applied consistently in all periods recorded in the parent company's 
financial reports.

Revised accounting principles
No changes to the accounting principles were made during the year.

Income
Rental income
Rents are announced in advance and allocated to specific periods so that 
only that part of the rent which accrues during the period is reported as 
income. 

Dividends
Anticipated dividends from subsidiaries are reported in those instances 
where the parent company alone has the right to determine the size of the 
dividend, and where the parent company has made a decision on the size 
of the dividend before it has published its financial reports. 

Fixed assets
Tangible fixed assets in the parent company are reported at acquisition 
value after deductions for accumulated depreciation and any write-downs 
in the same way as for the Group, but with the addition of any write-ups. 
There are no leased or intangible assets. 

Employee benefits
The parent company complies with the provisions in the Act on 
Safeguarding of Pension Obligations and the regulations of the Swedish 
Financial Supervisory Authority, as these are necessary for fiscal deduct-
ibility. The parent company does not have any defined-benefit pension 
schemes.

Taxes
The parent company reports untaxed reserves including deferred tax liability. 
In the consolidated accounts, untaxed reserves are divided into deferred tax 
liability and equity.

Group contributions and shareholders’ 
contributions for legal entities
The parent company reports Group contributions and shareholders'  
contributions in accordance with the statement from the Swedish Financial 
Reporting Board, UFR 2. Shareholders' contributions are transferred directly 
to equity by the recipient and are recognised as assets in shares and  
participations by the giver, to the extent no write-down is required. Group 
contributions are reported according to financial effect. This means that 
Group contributions made for the purpose of minimising the Group's total 
tax are reported directly against profit brought forward after deductions for  
its current tax effect.
 Group contributions that can be equated with a dividend are reported as 
a dividend. This means that a received Group contribution and its current 
tax effect are reported in the profit and loss account. Group contributions 
provided and their current tax effect are reported directly against profit 
brought forward.
 Group contributions that can be equated with shareholders' contribu-
tions are reported, with regard to current tax effect, by the recipient directly 
against profit brought forward. The giver reports the Group contribution and 
its current tax effect as an investment in participations in Group companies,  
to the extent no write-down is required.

The parent company’s accounting principles
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1) Of which MSEK 0.8 (1.0) relates to the Board and CEO of the parent company.
2) Of which MSEK 1.1 (1.3) relates to the boards and managing directors of the Group's 

other companies.

External sales by market 2009 2008

Sweden 419.5 606.8
Germany 90.9 156.1
Other export 253.9 323.2

 764.3 1,086.1

 
Information on operating segments
The Group's principal executives, the Board of Directors as well as the 
company's management, follow the Group's results at consolidated level 
without division into segments or lines of business. The principal execu-
tives base decisions on allocation of resources and assessment of  
performance on the company's aggregate operating profit/loss.  
 ProfilGruppen thus comprises a single segment. For financial informa-
tion on the segment, please refer to the profit and loss accounts, balance 
sheets, note 12 (on investments and depreciation), and note 23 (on cash 
flow effects). The products that provide income are exclusively customer-
unique components based on aluminium extrusions. 

Information on geographical markets
Sales are mainly conducted towards customers in Europe, where  
market conditions are fairly similar. Export sales are conducted through 
our own integrated sales companies in each market. In the first instance, 
the Group's opportunities and risks are not affected by the location of our 
customers, but conditions do differ somewhat on the home and export 
markets. Information on external sales refers to geographical areas 
grouped according to customer locations. Information on the segments' 
reported value of assets and investments in fixed assets is grouped in 
accordance with the location of the assets. 

Assets 2009 2008

Sweden 489.0 554.0
Export 10.3 9.6
 499.3 563.6

Investments in fixed assets 2009 2008

Sweden 20.0 55.8
Export 0.4 0.7

 20.4 56.5

 2009 2008

Sweden 419.5 606.8
Other Nordic countries 104.8 169.0
Rest of Europe  237.3 305.2
Miscellaneous 2.7 5.1

 764.3 1,086.1

The net turnover for the Group refers to the sale of goods income category.

Breakdown of net turnover 
by geographical market

Gender distribution of the Board and company management
The Board (including CEO) of ProfilGruppen AB (the parent company) is 
made up of 75 percent (88) men. The Group's management team (includ-
ing CEO) is made up of 86 percent (86) men. The Group's other company 
boards and managements are made up of 80 percent (80) men.

Absences due to sickness
During the year, the total proportion of absences due to sickness  
affecting the Swedish part of the Group has been 6.2 percent (6.8).  
No distinction has been drawn in the statistics. Instead, all absences due 
to sickness are reported regardless of length or reason. Absences due to 
sickness lasting 60 days or more account for 43 percent (46) of the total 
absence due to sickness.

 2009 2008

Average number of employees Total Men Total Men

The parent company 1 1 1 1
Group companies in Sweden     
ProfilGruppen Components AB 19 5 23 8
ProfilGruppen Extrusions AB 311 243 378 290
ProfilGruppen Manufacturing AB 36 27 45 32

 366 275 446 330

Group companies outside Sweden     
Denmark, sales company 3 3 3 3
United Kingdom, sales company 1 1 2 2
Norway, sales company 2 1 4 3
Germany, sales company 3 2 4 2

 9 7 13 10 

Group, total 376 283 460 341

2009 2008

Salaries and 
other remu-

neration

Payroll over-
heads (of 

which pension 
expenses)

Salaries and 
other remu-

neration

Payroll over 
heads (of 

which pension 
expenses)

The parent company 3.2 1.8 (0.8) 1) 3.5 2.2 (1.0) 1)

Group companies 128.6 51.2 (13.0) 163.6 58.9 (12.3)

Group, total 131.8 53.0 (13.8) 2) 167.1 61.1 (13.3) 2)

 The Group The parent company

 2009 2008 2009 2008

Profit from sales 
of fixed assets 0.2 0.6 0.0 0.0

 0.2 0.6 0.0 0.0

 

 2009 2008

 Total Men Women Total Men Women

Up to 29 years 4.7 4.8 4.5 5.0 3.6 7.6
30-49 years 5.5 4.2 9.2 6.0 4.4 10.3
Over 50 years 8.0 6.9 10.8 9.7 7.9 12.5

Total absences  6.2 5.1 9.3 6.8 5.2 10.4 
due to sickness

 2009 2008

 Board Other Board Other
 and CEO employees and CEO employees

The parent company 3.2 0.0 3.5 0.0

Group companies in Sweden 0.0 121.9 0.0 154.5

Group companies outside Sweden
Denmark, sales company 0.7 1.5 0.8 1.7
Norway, sales company 1.0 0.6 1.2 1.8
United Kingdom, sales company 0.5 0.1 0.5 0.6
Germany, sales company 0.0 2.3 0.0 2.5

 2.2 4.5 2.5 6.6

Group, total 5.4 126.4 6.0 161.1
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Salaries and other remunera-
tion, divided between Board, 
CEO and other employees

Absence due to sickness by age group and gender, percent

Salaries, other remuneration and payroll overheads

No customer accounts for more than ten percent of turnover during 2009 (none).

NOTE 2 NET TURNOVER

NOTE 3 SEGMENTS

NOTE 4 OTHER OPERATING INCOME

  EMPLOYEES AND PERSONNEL COSTS                         NOTE 5
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Profit sharing
Employees besides senior executives can be paid remuneration based 
on the Group's profit after financial items. The maximum remuneration 
per employee and year is half the Swedish price base amount. For 2009 
there was no such profit sharing (none).

Pensions
Defined-contribution pensions
Commitments for old-age pensions and family pensions for salaried 
employees in Sweden are met through insurance with Alecta. As per a 
statement from the Swedish Financial Reporting Board, UFR 6, this is a 
multi-employer defined-benefit pension plan. For the 2009 financial year, 
the company has not had access to any information that makes it possi-
ble to report this pension as a defined-benefit scheme. The pension plan 
as per ITP that is met through insurance with Alecta is therefore reported 
as a defined-contribution pension. The annual fees for pension insur-
ance taken up with Alecta amounted to MSEK 2.6 (2.6). Alecta's surplus 
can be distributed among policyholders and/or insured parties. At the 
end of 2009, Alecta's surplus in the form of the collective funding ratio 
amounted to 141 percent (112.0). The collective funding ratio comprises 
the market value of Alecta's assets in relation to insurance commitments 
calculated in accordance with Alecta's actuarial assumptions, which do 
not correspond to IAS 19.

Defined-benefit pension schemes
There are defined-benefit pension schemes that provide benefits for 
retiring employees, both for employees in Sweden and for employees in 
Norway. There are no new earned pension entitlements for the Swedish 
scheme. The parent company does not have any defined-benefit pension 
schemes.

The most important actuarial assumptions as of the closing day that formed 
the basis for calculation of defined-benefit obligations are reported below.

Principles for remuneration to senior executives
The members of the Board receive remuneration in accordance with  
the decisions of the Annual General Meeting. 
 A Remuneration Committee, appointed by the Board, prepares  
proposals for principles for remuneration for the Group's CEO and other 
senior executives. The Group’s seven senior executives, including the 
CEO, currently have agreements concerning variable remuneration in 
addition to a fixed salary. The amount of variable remuneration is linked 
to the Group's profit after financial items and defined personal targets. 
Variable remuneration may amount to a maximum of 25 percent of the 
fixed salary, which corresponds to a maximum cost of MSEK 1.7 for 
2009. On the termination of an employment contract on the part of the 
company, a period of notice of two years applies for the CEO and  
normally six months for other senior executives. Agreements on pension 
benefits are arranged individually and the pension costs can amount to  
a maximum of 35 percent of the fixed and variable salary. 
 The Board of Directors proposes that these principles, in all essential, 
remain in effect in 2010 and that the Board be given a mandate to depart 
from the guidelines if there are special reasons for this in an individual case.

      The Group 

Cost for defined-contribution pensions 2009 2008 2009 2008
reported in the profit and loss account

as cost of goods sold 5.1 5.0 0.0 0.0
as selling expenses 2.9 2.8 0.0 0.0
as administrative expenses 4.8 4.6 0.8 1.0

 12.8 12.4 0.8 1.0

The Group
Fully or partially funded obligations         2009    2008    2007   2006   2005

Obligation balance, 1 January 17.5 16.7 16.9 16.5 13.4
Cost for pensions earned during the year 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2
Interest expense 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.7
Payments -0.5 -0.4 -0.2 -0.2 0.0
Actuarial gains/losses 0.3 0.5 -1.4 -0.1 1.7
Translation differences 0.7 -0.4 0.5 -0.2 0.5

Obligation balance, 31 December 19.1 17.5 16.7 16.9 16.5

Administrative assets balance, 1 January 6.3 6.7 6.9 6.9 5.0
Expected return on administrative assets 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.3
Payments in 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.6 1.1
Actuarial gains/losses -0.6 -0.8 -1.7 -0.5 0.0
Translation differences 0.8 -0.5 0.5 -0.5 0.5
Administrative assets balance, 31 December 7.2 6.3 6.7 6.9 6.9
Unreported actuarial gains (+) and losses -2.6 -2.2 -1.4 -1.7 -1.7
Net debt reported in the balance sheet 9.3 9.0 8.6 8.3 7.9
with respect to defined-benefit pensions

Cost reported in profit and loss account 0.9 1.0 0.8 1.1 0.6
 of which selling expenses 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.6 0.2
 of which financial expenses 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.4

 Sweden Norway
 2009 2008 2009 2008

Discount rate 3.9% 4.7% 4.5% 4.5%

Expected return 
on administrative assets 0.0% 0.0% 5.6% 5.5%

Future salary increases 0.0% 0.0% 4.3% 4.0%

Future increases in pensions 2.0% 2.0% 1.3% 1.8%

Employee turnover 0.0% 0.0% - -

Expected remaining  12.90 11.80 6.90 12.28
employment period years years years years

Administrative assets only exist in the Norwegian plan and consist chiefly 
of interest-bearing securities 73% (67%). Other assets are shares 4% 
(12%), property 17% (17%) and others 6% (4%).
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Board fees and other remuneration for senior executives
Fees for the parent company's Board amounted to SEK 870,000 
(870,000), of which fees for the Chairman of the Board amounted to SEK 
265,000 (265,000), and for the Deputy Chairman SEK 160,000 (160,000). 
Fees for the other three external Board members amounted to SEK 
130,000 (130,000) per person. The other two members, as well as two 
deputies, Group employees, received SEK 14,000 (14,000) per person. 
In addition to normal Board fees, remuneration for members of the Audit 
Committee amounted to SEK 100,000 (100,000), divided between the 
committee's chairman, who received SEK 50,000 (50,000), and the other 
members of the committee, who received SEK 25,000 (25,000) each.  
In a similar way, remuneration for members of the Remuneration. 
Committee amounted to SEK 100,000 (100,000), divided between the 
committee's chairman, who received SEK 50,000 (50,000), and the other 
members of the committee, who received SEK 25,000 (25,000) each. The 
Chairman of the Board has not otherwise received any remuneration or 
benefits.
 During the year, the CEO of ProfilGruppen AB has received SEK 
2,048,000 (2,451,000) in fixed and variable remuneration, including  
benefits. Other senior executives, six persons (six), have received  
SEK 5,378,000 (5,967,000) in fixed and variable remuneration,  
including benefits.
 During the year, the cost for variable remuneration to executive man-
agement (seven persons) amounted to a total of SEK 394,000 (190,000), 
of which SEK 98,000 (0) was paid to the CEO. The remuneration for 
2009 will be paid during 2010 and the previous year's remuneration has 
been paid during the past year. 

Retirement benefits and retirement benefit agreements 
for senior executives
The CEO has a defined-contribution pension provision corresponding to  
35 percent of his total salary. The annual pension costs for the CEO 
amounted to SEK 685,000 (822,000), excluding special employer's  

The parent  
company
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 The Group 
 2009 2008 2009 2008
Ernst & Young AB     
Audit assignments 0.7 0.7 0.0 0.0
Other assignments 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
Other auditors
Audit assignments 0.2 0.2 - -

 The Group
 2009 2008
Raw materials 339.5 471.1
Personnel costs 184.8 228.2
Depreciation 32.2 31.2
Write-downs of tangible and  0.0 0.6
intangible fixed assets 
Other operating expenses 218.5 339.2

 775.0 1,070.2

Exchange rate differences attributable to trade debtors have reduced  
net turnover by MSEK 14.2 (increased 0.1). Exchange rate differences 
attributable to trade creditors have reduced the cost of goods sold by 
MSEK 1.5 (increased 5.4).
 Other operating expenses include leasing fees for the Group of MSEK 
1.2 (1.8). The total sum of future non-redeemable leasing payments 
amounts to MSEK 2.2, of which MSEK 0.8 is due within one year.  
The remaining MSEK 1.4 falls due in one to five years. Leasing costs 
comprise operating lease contracts concerning IT equipment and trucks.  
The parent company is not a lessee.
 The cost of research and development amounts to MSEK 9.6 (12.8) 
and is included in the operating expenses divided into personnel costs 
and other operating expenses. There was no capitalisation of develop-
ment costs as per IAS 38 during the year.

 The Group

 2009 2008
Interest income 0.3 0.6

Financial income 0.3 0.6 

Interest part of pension expenses for the year 0.5 0.5
Interest expenses, other 4.2 4.8
Other expenses 2.9 1.8

Financial expenses 7.6 7.1

   The Group 
Reported tax expense 2009 2008 2009 2008

Tax expense for the period -0.1 6.3 2.9 0.6

Deferred tax with regard  
to temporary differences -4.0 -3.1 0.2 -0.1
Impact of changed company tax rate 0.0 -2.5 - -

Deferred tax expense -4.0 -5.6 0.2 -0.1

Total reported tax expense -4.1 0.7 3.1 0.5

 The Group The parent company
Reconciliation effective tax, percent 2009 2008 2009 2008
Tax as per applicable tax rate  
for the parent company -26 28 26 28
Effect of changed tax rate 0 -25 0 0
Effect of other tax rates for 
foreign subsidiaries 0 -1 0 0
Standard interest on tax allocation reserve 2 0 1 7
Other non-tax-deductible expenses and 
taxable income 1 5 0 -7

Reported effective tax -23 7 27 28

                                         Appropriations            Untaxed reserves
The parent company 2009 2008 2009 2008

Accumulated depreciation 
in excess of plan.  
Allocated (+)/dissolved (-)
 buildings 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.3
 equipment 0.2 -0.1 2.6 2.4

  0.2 -0.1 2.8 2.7
Tax allocation reserves.  
Allocated (+) / dissolved (-) 
on assessment
2005 - - 1.1 1.1
2006 - - 5.8 5.8
2007 - - 4.6 4.6
2008 - - 5.0 5.0
2009 - 4.0 4.0 4.0 
2010 0.0 - 0.0 -

  0.0 4.0 20.5 20.5

  0.2 3.9 23.3 23.2
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contributions of SEK 166,000 (199,000). There are no agreements for 
early retirement. 
 Other senior executives, six persons, are covered by the pension plan 
for salaried employees in Sweden (ITP). The annual pension costs for the 
management team, excluding the CEO, amounted to SEK 1,144,000 
(1,250,000), excluding special employer's contributions of SEK 277,000 
(303,000). The pensions are transferable and so are not conditional on 
future employment.

Periods of notice and severance pay
In addition to the periods of notice that have been described above as 
principles, a one-year period of notice applies to the CEO. Other senior 
executives must provide a period of notice of six months. 
 There are no agreements for severance pay.

   
 
   The parent company

 2009 2008
Interest income, Group companies 1.2 0.1
Interest income, other 0.0 0.0

Financial income 1.2 0.1

Interest expenses, Group companies 1.2 0.0
Interest expenses, other 2.9 3.2
Other expenses 0.0 0.0

Financial expenses 4.1 3.2

NOTE 6 AUDITORS’ FEES AND EXPENSES 

NOTE 8 FINANCIAL ITEMS

 OPERATING EXPENSES 
NOTE 7 DIVIDED INTO TYPE OF COST 

APPROPRIATIONS AND UNTAXED RESERVES               NOTE 9

  TAXES                                                                             NOTE 10

The parent  
company

The parent  
company
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 01-01-2008 Reported Reported  31-12-2008
  via profit and against
  loss account equity

The Group
Tangible fixed assets 41.0 -3.8 0.0 37.2
Pension provisions 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1
Tax allocation reserves 14.2 -0.9 0.0 13.3
Miscellaneous -0.2 -0.9 -8.5 -9.6

 55.1 -5.6 -8.5 41.0

The parent company     
Tangible fixed assets 3.0 -0.1 0.0 2.9
Miscellaneous 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

 3.0 -0.1 0.0 2.9

Impairment test for cash-generating units
retaining goodwill
The impairment test for goodwill items attributable to ProfilGruppen 
Extrusions AB is based on a calculation of the useful value. This goodwill 
is attributable to the majority of the Group's operations and the cash flow 
statement has been used as a basis for the evaluation. The first three years 
are based on company management plans and the best assessment. The 
cash flows forecast after the first three years were based on an annual 
growth rate of 2.0 percent. The present value of forecasted cash flows  
has been calculated at a discount rate of 12.45 percent before tax, which 
corresponds to the estimated weighted average cost of capital. 

 01-01-2009 Reported Reported 31-12-2009
  via profit and against
  loss account equity

The Group
Tangible fixed assets 37.2 -2.9 0.0 34.3
Pension provisions 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1
Tax allocation reserves 13.3 -2.5 0.0 10.8 
Items reported in hedging reserve -8.1 0.0 6.6 -1.5
Miscellaneous -1.5 1.5 0.0 0.0

 41.0 -3.9 6.6 43.7

The parent company     
Tangible fixed assets 2.9 0.3 0.0 3.2
Miscellaneous 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

 2.9 0.3 0.0 3.2

Change in reported 
deferred tax

 The Group

Acquired goodwill 2009 2008

Acc. acquisition value  
At the start of the year 12.8 12.8
New acquisitions 0.0 0.0
Disposals 0.0 0.0

At the start of the year 12.8 12.8

Acc. write-downs
At the start of the year 2.8 2.8
Write-downs for the year 0.0 0.0

At the end of the year 2.8 2.8

Reported value at the end of the year 10.0 10.0
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 The Group 
Land and buildings 2009 2008 2009 2008
Acc. acquisition value    
At the start of the year 138.8 138.5 104.5 104.2
New acquisitions  3.7 0.2 3.7 0.2
Reclassifications 18.4 0.1 18.4 0.1
Disposals and scrapping 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

At the end of the year 160.9 138.8 126.6 104.5
Acc. depreciation according to plan
At the start of the year 40.8 37.6 27.9 25.5
Depreciation for the year according to plan 3.7 3.2 2.8 2.4

At the end of the year 44.5 40.8 30.7 27.9

Reported value at the end of the year 116.4 98.0 95.9 76.6 

of which buildings 108.8 91.2 88.9 70.6
 land 3.1 3.1 2.6 2.6
 land improvements 5.3 3.7 5.0 3.4

Rateable value, buildings 49.7 49.7 45.0 45.0
Rateable value, land 6.1 6.1 5.0 5.0
  55.8 55.8 50.0 50.0

 The Group 
Machinery and equipment 2009 2008 2009 2008

Acc. acquisition value    
At the start of the year 412.4 393.1 4.2 4.1
New acquisitions 16.1 22.8 0.2 0.1
Reclassifications 15.4 2.8 0.0 0.0
Translation differences 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0
Disposals and scrapping -2.5 -6.5 0.0 0.0

At the end of the year 441.4 412.4 4.4 4.2

Acc. depreciation according to plan    
At the start of the year 250.9 227.8 1.2 1.0
Disposals and scrapping -1.5 -5.0 0.0 0.0
Translation differences 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0
Depreciation for the year according to plan 28.5 28.0 0.3 0.2

At the end of the year 277.9 250.9 1.5 1.2

Acc. write-downs     
At the start of the year 11.6 11.0 0.0 0.0
Write-downs for the year 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.0

At the end of the year 11.6 11.6 0.0 0.0

Reported value at the end of the year 151.9 149.9 2.9 3.0

During the year there was no write-down made for machinery and equipment 
(MSEK 0.6). Last year's write-down relates to peripheral equipment for one 
of the company's extrusion presses that had worn at a more rapid pace than 
expected.
 The Group possesses machinery held through finance lease contracts with 
a reported value of MSEK 9.2 (3.3). The Group’s accumulated acquisition value 
includes capitalised interest of MSEK 3.1 (3.1). No interest has been capitalised 
during this year or the previous year. Equipment belonging to the parent  
company refers to land equipment and permanent equipment.  
 The acquisition value for the fixed assets that are fully depreciated but  
are still used in the business is MSEK 119.8 (98.4).  

TANGIBLE FIXED ASSETS                                              NOTE 12

NOTE 11 INTANGIBLE FIXED ASSETS

The parent  
company

The parent  
company
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Share capital and votes 2009 2008
Opening number of shares, series A and B 4,932,517 4,932,517
 of which series A 0 10,623
Number of A shares re-registered as series B 0 -10,623

Closing number of shares, series A and B 4,932,517 4,932,517
 of which series A 0 0

Useful lives The Group The parent company

Land and buildings   
Industrial premises, depending on components 30-50 years 30-50 years
Office premises, depending on components 30-50 years 30-50 years
Permanent equipment 10-40 years 40 years
Land improvements 20 years 20 years
Land equipment 10 years 10 years

Machinery and equipment
Extrusion presses 20 years Anodising 
equipment and other press equipment 10-15 years
Spare parts for above 10 years
Processing and measuring machinery 7 years
Spare parts for above 5 years
IT investments 4 years
Factory equipment 5 years
Office equipment 10 years
Transportation 5 years

Depreciation is done linearly based on expected useful life.

 The Group 

Constructions in progress and advances  2009 2008 2009 2008
regarding tangible fixed assets
At the start of the year 36.3 8.6 18.4 0.2
Reclassifications -33.8 -2.9 -18.4 -0.1
New acquisitions 0.5 30.6 0.0 18.3

Reported value at the end of the year 3.0 36.3 0.0 18.4

Total reported value, tangible 
fixed assets 271.3 284.2 98.8 98.0

 The Group The parent company

Depreciation by function 2009 2008 2009 2008

Cost of goods sold 31.3 30.1 3.1 2.6
Selling expenses 0.7 0.7 0.0 0.0
Administrative expenses 0.2 0.4 0.0 0.0

 32.2 31.2 3.1 2.6

All shares have a fair value of SEK 5 per share. All shares are fully paid up and 
no shares have been issued during the year. All existing shares are series B  
and have equal rights to a share of the company's assets and profits.

First refusal and conversion
There is no first refusal clause in the Articles of Association.

Other paid-up capital
This item refers to equity that has been put up by the owners. This includes 
some of the share premium reserve that had been transferred to the statutory 
reserve as of 31 December 2005. Any future provisions for the share premium 
reserve are also reported as paid-up capital.

Translation reserve
The translation reserve includes all exchange rate differences that arise during 
translation of financial reports from foreign operations which have prepared their 
reports in a currency other than that used in the Group's financial reports. The 
parent company and the Group prepare their financial reports in Swedish krona. 

Hedging reserve
The hedging reserve contains the effective share of the accumulated net 
change in actual value of a cash flow hedging instrument attributable to  
hedging transactions that have not yet occurred.

Own shares and repurchases
No own shares are held by the company or its subsidiaries, and the repurchase 
of own shares is not currently an issue. There are no convertible or option 
schemes that entail dilution of share capital. However, in the event of acquisi-
tions the Board has the authority to decide on a new issue of series B shares 
(see the Directors' Report).

Dividend
After the closing day the Board proposed that no dividend payout shall be 
made 2009. The average number of shares is 4,932,517. The dividend is  
subject to approval by the Annual General Meeting on 25 March 2010. 
 During the period a dividend of MSEK 4.9 is to be reported, which  
represents SEK 1.00 per share.

The parent company
Restricted funds
Restricted funds refers to share capital and other restricted equity. Restricted 
funds are not available for dividend payment.

Non-restricted equity
The profit brought forward comprises the preceding year's non-restricted 
equity after any dividend has been paid. The profit brought forward, together 
with the profit for the year, make up the total non-restricted equity, i.e. the sum 
available for dividends to shareholders.

The item comprises shares in outside companies. The holding is unlisted  
and valued at acquisition value.

Trade debtors are reported as net following deductions for doubtful receivables. 
Doubtful receivables are assessed individually and at the end of the year, no 
reserve (0.5) was set aside for feared bad debt losses, which has burdened  
the operating profit.
 Realised bad debt losses amounted to MSEK 0.2 (0.2) and arose in  
connection with insolvency affecting customers.  
 For other information on customer credits, see note 20.

 The Group
 2009 2008
Raw materials and consumables 27.2 53.8
Work in progress 46.5 60.3
Finished products and goods for resale 10.3 14.1

 84.0 128.2

Specification of reserves 2009 2008
Translation reserve, opening balance 0.3 0.0
Translation differences for the year -0.1 0.3

Translation reserve, closing balance 0.2 0.3

Hedging reserve, opening balance -22.4 -0.4
Cash flow hedges reported against  
other comprehensive income 25.3 -30.5 
Change due to changed tax rate -0.5 0.0
Tax attributable to hedges for the year -6.6 8.5
Hedging reserve, closing balance -4.2 -22.4

Total reserves -4.0 -22.1
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A write-down of stocks of MSEK 8.4 was made for 2008.

NOTE 13 OTHER SHARES AND PARTICIPATIONS

NOTE 14 STOCKS

NOTE 15 TRADE DEBTORS

  EQUITY                                                                            NOTE 16The parent  
company
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 Long-term Current
Interest-bearing liabilities in the Group 2009 2008 2009 2008

Bank loans 74.0 79.8 0.0 0.0
Bank overdraft facilities - - 50.4 50.1
Finance lease liabilities 7.6 2.1 1.6 1.2

  81.6 81.9 52.0 51.3

The parent company's liabilities to credit institutions comprise bank loans, of 
which MSEK 17.5 (14.9) are bank overdraft facilities. Of the bank loans,  
MSEK 1.8 (2.3) is due for payment more than five years after the closing day.
 All loans, excluding bank overdraft facilities, are regarded as long-term 
liabilities. This is due to the fact that they build on an original term of over 12 
months. The intention is to refinance them in the long term, and a promise of 
such refinancing exists. The agreement with lenders contains covenants that 
the company must meet. These covenants were met for 2009. 

 The Group
Finance lease liabilities, due dates  2009 2008
Within one year 1.6 1.2
Between one and five years 3.9 2.1
More than five years 3.7 0.0

  9.2 3.3

The Group's finance lease fees amounted to MSEK 0.8 (1.1) during the year.

The Group's main financial liabilities comprise bank loans, bank overdraft  
facilities, trade creditors and finance leases. The purpose of these financial instru-
ments is to finance the Group's activities. The Group has financial assets such 
as trade debtors and liquid assets that activities have generated. The Group's 
financial instruments also include agreed interest swaps and currency futures.
 As a result of its activities, the Group is exposed to various types of financial 
risk. Financial risk refers to fluctuations in the company's profit and cash flow 
as a result of changes in exchange rates, interest rates, raw material prices, 
and refinancing and credit risks.
 The company's Board of Directors examines and approves policies for  
handling these risks as described below. The Group's central finance depart-
ment is responsible for handling financial transactions and risks in accordance 
with established policies.

Currency risks
Currency risks primarily arise when the Group sells products for export. Sales  
in foreign currencies represent about half of total turnover. The currency in 
which the greatest share of export sales is done is EUR, but since raw  
materials are in part purchased in EUR, exposure is considerably reduced. 
 At ProfilGruppen, contracted and forecast currency flows for a period of six 
to twelve months must be hedged by forward transactions. Hedge accounting 
is applied to the forward contracts, and during the year no (no) amounts for in-
effective hedges have been reported in the profit and loss account. The effects 
of the forward contracts in the profit and loss account are to be found in the 
net turnover line at MSEK -13.8 (0.0) and financial expenses at MSEK 0.8 (1.8).
 Receivables in a foreign currency amounted as of 31 December to MSEK 25.5 
(28.5) and liabilities in a foreign currency to MSEK 26.2 (53.4). All the Group's 
interest-bearing liabilities on the closing day are reported in Swedish krona. 
 The transaction exposure below is based on an estimated payment surplus 
12 months on from 31 December 2009; for EUR, 18 months on.

Prepaid expenses and    The Group 
accrued income 2009 2008 2009 2008

Prepaid salaries 1.7 1.4 0.0 0.0
VAT recoverable, new construction 0.0 4.6 0.0 4.6
Other prepaid expenses 3.7 3.3 0.1 0.0

  5.4 9.3 0.1 4.6

Accrued expenses and  The Group 
deferred income 2009 2008 2009 2008

Holiday pay and other personnel expenses 35.0 46.6 1.3 1.0
Accrued board fees 0.8 1.6 0.8 1.6
Miscellaneous 9.1 10.4 1.0 0.3

  44.9 58.6 3.1 2.9

Calculation of earnings per share is based on the profit for the year for the 
Group, assignable to the parent company's shareholders, which amounts to 
MSEK -13.7 (9.3) and on a weighted average number of shares during 2009  
of 4,932,517 (4,932,517), calculated as per IAS 33. There is no dilution.
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Currency Estimated Hedged Average
  net inflow, MSEK share (percent)  forward rate

EUR 107 95 9.85 SEK/EUR
DKK 30 32 1.41 SEK/DKK
NOK 32 53 1.22 SEK/NOK
GBP 15 34 11.43 SEK/GBP

Total  77

The forward contracts have a due date during 2010; for EUR within 18 months 
from 31 December 2009.
 Translation exposure associated with the Group's overseas sales companies, 
which consists of each company's equity and liabilities to the parent company, 
is marginal.
 Where flows are unsecure, changes in exchange rates affect profit before tax 
as per the following.

EUR Change +/- 5% +/- MSEK 5
DKK Change +/- 5% +/- MSEK 2
NOK Change +/- 5% +/- MSEK 2
GBP Change +/- 5% +/- MSEK 1

Interest risk
Interest risk that arises through variations in the market rate over time is limited 
by the use of interest swaps, which aim to change the underlying interest  
structure of the financial net debt. There are interest swaps for 36 percent (37) 
of the long-term interest-bearing liabilities. 
 In the reporting, hedge accounting is applied when there is an effective link 
between a hedged loan and an interest swap. The table below shows the 
interest fixing date and the interest rate for the Group's long-term liabilities.

NOTE 17 EARNINGS PER SHARE

NOTE 18 INTEREST-BEARING LIABILITIES

FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS                                            NOTE 20

NOTE 19  PREPAID EXPENSES AND ACCRUED INCOME

The parent  
company

The parent  
company
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Concentration of credit Number Percentage of
risk as of 31-12-2009 of customers number of customers

Exposure < MSEK 1.5 313 96%
Exposure MSEK 1.5-5.0 11 3%
Exposure > MSEK 5 2 1%

 326 100%

Market risks
The market risks consist primarily of falling demand and changes in the price of 
raw materials. ProfilGruppen's production is characterised by a high proportion 
of fixed costs, which is why activities are, to a large extent, volume-dependent. 
Minor variations in demand therefore have a relatively strong impact on profits.  
 Aluminium prices have historically shown significant mobility. The price risk 
that does exist is minimised by including raw material clauses in contracts 
with customers. The raw material policy means that raw materials are mainly 
purchased in proportion to orders in hand. Raw material purchases for periods 
longer than six months are made based on definite orders from customers. 
Raw materials are purchased in Swedish krona or euro. Follow-ups and checks 
are performed by a raw materials group made up of the CEO and representati-
ves from the purchasing, finance and marketing organisations at management 
level. At the end of 2008, the price of aluminium dropped so quickly that a 
write-down of raw material stocks was necessary. 

Credit risks
Customer credits at ProfilGruppen must be handled in accordance with the 
Group's credit policy. The company's management is responsible for the  
credit policy being known by all parties involved in the sales process and  
being adapted where necessary. 
 Following a completed creditworthiness assessment, credit sales are allowed 
in accordance with the policy's decision levels where all credits above SEK 
1,000,000 require the approval of both the CFO and CEO. See the following 
diagram for information on the credit worthiness of the company's customers. 

No reclassification between categories has been carried out during the year.
The forward contracts are measured at the actual market price either through 
use of listed market prices or by discounting the forward price and deducting 
the current spot rate. Valuation models or techniques for discounted cash flows 
are used to determine the rate for interest swaps.  
 The discount rate used is a market-based rate for similar instruments on the 
closing day.

Liquidity risks
No significant liquidity risks are included in the company's financial instruments. 
In addition to the Group's liquid assets, on the closing day there were unutilised 
credit facilities to a value of MSEK 153.7 (127.1). 
 For due dates for interest-bearing liabilities, refer to note 18. The agreement 
with lenders contains key figures that the company must meet. These have 
been met for 2009.

Of the total trade debtors, 3.9 percent (5.7) are due amounts. A total of 3.4 
percent (2.3) have been due for 30 days or less, while 0.4 percent (3.4) have 
been due for more than 30 days.
 The Group has credit insurance for the majority of customers with an av-
erage outstanding balance in excess of MSEK 1.5.

Maximum exposure to credit risks as of 31 December 2009 amounts to MSEK 
119.0 (114.8). The largest individual receivable amounts to 6 percent (5) of the 
total credit risk. The distribution of credit risk is shown in the following table.

Of the above, MSEK 44.7 consists of the parent company's interest-bearing 
liabilities at an average interest rate of 2.4 percent.
 Should the interest level during 2010 rise by one percentage point in relation to 
2009, it would burden interest expenses for the long-term liabilities by MSEK 0.5.

The Group
  Reported Actual 
 Class  value  value Category
   2009 2008 2009 2008

Shares and other 
participations

0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 Loans and receivables

Trade debtors 98.6 104.6 98.6 104.6 Loans and receivables

Prepaid expenses 
and accrued income

0.0 4.6 0.0 4.6 Loans and receivables

Other receivables 20.4 10.2 20.4 10.2 Loans and receivables

Liquid assets 4.2 6.6 4.2 6.6 Available-for-sale financial assets

Interest-bearing 
liabilities

133.6 133.2 133.6 133.2 Other financial liabilities

Trade creditors 111.7 143.9 111.7 143.9 Other financial liabilities

Accrued expenses 
and deferred income

44.9 58.6 44.9 58.6 Other financial liabilities

Other liabilities 11.8 34.9 11.8 34.9 Other financial liabilities

of which 
forward contracts

4.8 27.4 4.8 27.4 Liabilities at actual value via the 
profit

interest swaps 0.9 0.8 0.9 0.8 Liabilities at actual value via the 
profit

The parent company
  Reported Actual
 Class  value  value Category
    2009 2008 2009 2008

Prepaid expenses 0.0 4.6 0.0 4.6 Loans and receivables
and accrued income
Liquid assets 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 Available-for-sale financial assets 

Interest-bearing  
liabilities 62.2 64.6 62.2 64.6 Other financial liabilities

Accrued expenses 3.1 2.9 3.1 2.9 Other financial liabilities
and deferred income
Other liabilities 1.4 0.5 1.4 0.5 Other financial liabilities

Creditworthiness (in percent) according to Dun & Bradstreet for:

ProfilGruppen's customers
Limited companies in general 
on ProfilGruppen's markets

40

30

20

10

0

AAA AA A N B C

99

39

10

29

19 17

38

4
9

2
15

Capital management
The main goal of the Group's capital management is to maintain a high credit 
rating and a well-balanced capital structure. In order to retain or change the 
capital structure, the Group can adjust the dividend to the shareholders, return 
capital to the shareholders or conduct a new issue.
 The goal for the capital structure is to have a net debt/equity ratio of 
0.75-1.00 on average over a business cycle. The net debt/equity ratio is defined 
as interest-bearing liabilities and provisions less liquid assets in relation to equity. 
The net debt/equity ratio at the end of the year amounted to 0.98 (0.95).

Reported and actual value of financial instruments
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  Long-term interest-   Interest rate 
Interest fixing year bearing liabilities, MSEK  (percent)

1 Jan-30 Jun 2010 52.4 2.3
1 Jul-31 Dec 2010 14.6 2.8
2011 14.6 2.9
2012 0.0 -
2013- 0.0 -
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 The Group The parent company
 2009 2008 2009 2008

Pledged assets for own liabilities
to credit institutions 

Property mortgages 84.8 64.7 78.6 64.7
Floating charges 174.0 95.0 0.0 0.0
Shares in subsidiaries 194.1 194.5 101.2 101.2

Contingent liabilities     
Guarantees for Group companies - - 38.8 9.3
Guarantees for other companies 1.0 1.6 0.0 0.0
Guarantee commitments FPG/PRI 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0

 Corp. ID no. Number Share,  Reported Reported 
  of shares percent value value
Company    2009 2008

Subsidiaries

Bergströms 
Utvecklings AB1) 556568-6440 1,000 100 7.6 7.6

ProfilGruppen 
Extrusions AB  556206-5119 940,000 100 101.2 101.2

ProfilGruppen 
Manufacturing AB  556262-3990 1,000 100 0.1 0.1

    108.9 108.9

Second tier subsidiaries

Subsidiaries of 
Bergströms Utvecklings AB

ProfilGruppen 
Components AB  556248-8949 1,000 100 

Subsidiaries of 
ProfilGruppen Extrusions AB

Elbe Anodisering AB 1) 556265-9713 500 100 

ProfilGruppen 
Danmark A/S, Denmark - 500 100
ProfilGruppen GmbH, Germany - - 100 
ProfilGruppen Ltd, United Kingdom - - 100 
ProfilGruppen Norge AS, Norway - 100 100
ProfilGruppen 
Teknik i Åseda AB 1) 556263-0250 500 100
PTM Mekaniska AB 1) 556301-6665 1,000 100
Upptäck Aluminium
i Stockholm AB 1) 556317-4555 500 100

The boards of all the Swedish companies, including the parent company, have 
their registered offices in Uppvidinge Municipality. No changes in ownership 
have occurred during the year.
1) The companies are dormant.      

 The Group The parent company
Adjustment for items 
not included in the cash flow 2009 2008 2009 2008

Depreciation and write-down of assets 32.2 31.8 3.1 2.6
Gain/loss from the sale
of fixed assets -0.2 -0.6 0.0 0.0
Unrealised exchange rate differences -0.8 -0.1 0.0 0.0
Provisions for pensions 1.2 0.7 0.0 0.0
Other profit/loss items not affecting liquidity 0.5 0.0 0.2 0.5

  32.9 31.8 3.3 3.1 
Investments in tangible fixed assets     
Capitalised in balance sheet 20.4 56.5 3.9 18.6
Acquired through finance lease -6.9 -1.4 0.0 0.0
Unpaid  -0.3 -7.9 0.0 -4.9
Investments from previous year, paid this year 7.9 1.2 5.0 0.0

  21.1 48.4 8.9 13.7
Translation differences in liquid assets 
Exchange rate gains (+)/losses (-) 
in liquid assets brought forward 0.6 -6.1 0.0 0.0
Exchange rate gains (+)/losses (-)
in change in liquid assets -0.3 6.2 0.0 0.0

  0.3 0.1 0.0 0.0
Interest paid and dividends received     
Paid interest -6.6 -7.2 -2.7 -0.8
Interest received 0.3 0.6 0.0 0.0
Dividend 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

No liquid assets other than cash and bank balances exist; therefore, the definition 
of liquid assets is the same in both the cash flow statement and the balance sheet.

The parent company has related parties which have a controlling influence over 
its subsidiaries (see note 22). For liabilities and receivables for subsidiaries, refer 
to the parent company's balance sheet. The entire net turnover of the parent 
company comprises incomes from subsidiaries for services and rent. These 
rents are determined based on market terms.
 The Vice Chairman of the Board controls 14.4 percent (14.4) of the votes in 
ProfilGruppen AB. The other Board members together control 0.6 percent (0.7) 
of the votes. One of the Board's deputies holds 0.7 percent (0.7) of the votes. 
Senior executives control a total of 0.5 percent (0.5) of the votes in  
ProfilGruppen AB. 
 For salaries and other remuneration, as well as costs and commitments 
relating to pensions and similar benefits for the Board, CEO and other senior 
executives, refer to note 5. Other than that stated in note 5, no transactions 
involving actual associated persons have taken place.

 The Group
 2009 2008
Interest-bearing liabilities 133.6 133.2
Interest-bearing provisions 10.5 9.2
Liquid assets -4.2 -6.6

Total net debt 139.9 135.8

Equity 142.4 142.3
Reserves in equity 4.0 22.1

Equity to manage 146.4 164.4

Total capital to manage 286.3 300.2

Net debt/equity ratio 0.98 0.95
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Åseda, 10 February 2010

The undersigned affirm that the consolidated accounts and annual  
accounts have been prepared in accordance with the IFRS international 
accounting standards as adopted by the EU and with generally accepted 
accounting principles, and provide a fair representation of the Group's and 
the company's position and profits. They also affirm that the consolidated 
directors' report and the directors' report provide a fair summary of the 
development of the Group's and company's activities, position and profits, 

and describe significant risks and uncertainty factors faced by the  
companies that form part of the Group.
 The annual accounts and the consolidated accounts have been appro-
ved for issue by the Board on 10 February 2010. The consolidated profit 
and loss account and balance sheet and the parent company's profit and 
loss account and balance sheet are to be submitted for approval at the 
Annual General Meeting on 25 March 2010.

Eva Färnstrand
Chairman of the Board

Lars Johansson
Vice Chairman of the Board

Nils Arthur
Board member

CEO

Ulf Granstrand
Board member

Susanna Hilleskog
Board member 

Kurt Nilsson
Board member

Employee representative

Ulf Näslund
Board member 

Employee representative

Kjell Svensson
Board member

our audit report was submitted on 10 February 2010

Kerstin Mouchard
Authorised public accountant

 Ernst & Young AB 

Åke Andersson
Authorised public accountant

Ernst & Young AB 
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Audit Report

We have audited the annual accounts, the consolidated 
accounts, the accounting records and the administra-
tion of the board of directors and the managing director 
of ProfilGruppen (publ) AB for the year 2009 (the financial 
year). The annual accounts and the consolidated accounts 
of the company are included in the printed version of this 
document on pages 20–42. The board of directors and the 
managing director are responsible for these accounts and 
the administration of the company as well as for the appli-
cation of the Annual Accounts Act when preparing  
the annual accounts and the application of international 
financial reporting standards IFRSs as adopted by the EU 
and the Annual Accounts Act when preparing the consoli-
dated accounts. Our responsibility is to express an opinion 
on the annual accounts, the consolidated accounts and  
the administration based on our audit.

We conducted my our audit in accordance with generally 
accepted auditing standards in Sweden. Those stand-
ards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain 
reasonable assurance that the annual accounts and the 
consolidated accounts are free of material misstatement. 
An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence 
supporting the amounts and disclosures in the accounts. 
An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles 
used and their application by the board of directors and the 
managing director and significant estimates made by the 
board of directors and the managing director when prepar-
ing the annual accounts and consolidated accounts as well 
as evaluating the overall presentation of information in the 
annual accounts and the consolidated accounts. As a basis 
for our opinion concerning discharge from liability, we exam-
ined significant decisions, actions taken and circumstances 
of the company in order to be able to determine the liability,  

if any, to the company of any board member or the 
managing director. We also examined whether any 
board member or the managing director has, in any 
other way, acted in contravention of the Companies Act, 
the Annual Accounts Act or the Articles of Association. 
We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis 
for our opinion set out below.

The annual accounts have been prepared in accord-
ance with the Annual Accounts Act and give a true  
and fair view of the company’s financial position and 
results of operations in accordance with generally 
accepted accounting principles in Sweden. The consoli-
dated accounts have been prepared in accordance with 
the international financial reporting standards IFRSs as 
adopted by the EU and the Annual Accounts Act and 
give a true and fair view of the group´s financial position 
and results of operations. The statutory administration 
report is consistent with the other parts of the annual 
accounts and the consolidated accounts.

We recommend to the annual meeting of shareholders 
that the income statements and balance sheets of the 
parent company and the statements of comprehensive 
income and financial position for the group be adopted, 
that the profit of the parent company be dealt with in 
accordance with the proposal in the administration 
report and that the members of the board of directors 
and the managing director be discharged from liability 
for the financial year.

Växjö February 10, 2010

To the annual meeting of the shareholders of ProfilGruppen AB (publ.) Corp. ID 556277-8943

Kerstin Mouchard
Authorised Public Accountant

Ernst & Young AB 

Åke Andersson
Authorised Public Accountant

Ernst & Young AB 
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Corporate Governance report
Corporate governance at ProfilGruppen 
ProfilGruppen is a Swedish limited company, whose 
shares are listed on the Stockholm Stock Exchange 
Small Cap segment. Governance of the company is 
exercised through the Annual General Meeting, the 
Board of Directors and the CEO in accordance with 
the Swedish Companies Act, the Articles of Associa-
tion, and the Swedish Code of Corporate Governance.

Annual General Meeting
The Annual General Meeting is the company’s highest 
decision-making body. The Annual General Meet-
ing elects the company’s Board. The Annual General 
Meeting also has the assignments, among other things, 
to establish the company’s balance sheet and profit and 
loss accounts and determine the allocation of profits, as 
well as decisions concerning discharge from liability for 
the Board members and the CEO. The Annual General 
Meeting also elects the company’s auditors. ProfilGrup-
pen’s Annual General Meeting on 31 March 2009 was 
attended by shareholders representing 53.3 percent of 
the total number of votes in the company. The meeting 
was attended by the CEO and the Group’s manage-
ment team, the company’s auditors, and the Board of 
Directors. The minutes from the 2009 Annual General 
Meeting are available on the company’s website.

Nomination Committee
The Annual General Meeting gave the Nomination 
Committee responsibility for proposing to the Annual 
General Meeting in 2010, or when required, nominees 
for Chairman of the Board, other Board members, and 
Meeting Chairman for the Annual General Meeting. 
It is also responsible for proposing fees for the Board, 
committees and auditors. The Nomination Committee 
also proposes auditors, when necessary. 
 The Chairman of the Board can be elected as a member 
of the Nomination Committee but cannot be appointed 
Chairman of the Nomination Committee. The Chairman 
of the Board must, in good time prior to the Annual Gen-
eral Meeting, ensure publication of the composition of the 
Nomination Committee. Shareholders must be given the 
opportunity to submit proposals to the Nomination Com-
mittee in good time prior to the Annual General Meeting. 
 The 2009 Annual General Meeting decided to appoint 
the following Nomination Committee ahead of the 2010 
Annual General Meeting: Mats Egeholm, Torgny Prior, 
Gunnel Smedstad and Eva Färnstrand, with Mats Ege-
holm as Chairman. Fees for the Nomination Commit-
tee amount to a total of SEK 100,000, to be distributed 
among the members of the Nomination Committee.
 During the year, the Nomination Committee has held 
one meeting. In addition, the members of the Nomina-
tion Committee have maintained regular contact.

The Board of Directors
The Board’s work is regulated by, among other things, 
the Swedish Companies Act, the Articles of Associa-
tion, the Swedish Code of Corporate Governance and 
the formal work plan established by the Board itself.
 The Board’s tasks include appointing the CEO and 
ensuring that the company has effective systems in 
place for following up on activities and that it provides 
reliable and correct information.
 At ProfilGruppen, the Board of Directors shall com-
prise at least three and not more than seven members 
elected at the annual general meeting, as well as a 
maximum of three deputies. Board members and depu-
ties are elected annually at the Annual General Meeting 
for the period until the next Annual General Meeting. 
During the 2009 financial year, ProfilGruppen’s Board 
has comprised six members without deputies elected by 
the Annual General Meeting and two members with two 
deputies appointed by the Group’s employees. There is a 
presentation of the Board on pages 48–49. 
 At the Annual General Meeting on 31 March 2009, 
Eva Färnstrand was elected Chairman of the Board. At 
the first Board meeting after the Annual General Meet-
ing, Lars Johansson was elected Deputy Chairman. 

Remuneration for the Board of Directors
The Annual General Meeting decided that fees for the 
members of the Board for the period until the next An-
nual General Meeting shall be SEK 870,000 (870,000), 
of which the Chairman of the Board receives SEK 
265,000 (265,000) and the Deputy Chairman SEK 
160,000 (160,000). The Group’s President and CEO 
does not receive any Board fees. Fees for the three other 
Board members elected by the Annual General Meeting 
amount to SEK 130,000 (130,000) per person. Fees 
for the two Board members appointed by the Group’s 
employees, and their deputies, amounted to SEK 14,000 
(13,000) per person. The members of the Board’s 
Audit Committee are also paid fees of SEK 100,000 
(100,000), with the Chairman of the Audit Committee 
receiving SEK 50,000 (50,000) and the other members 
SEK 25,000 (25,000) each. The members of the Board’s 
Remuneration Committee are also paid fees of SEK 
100,000 (100,000), with the Chairman of the Remu-
neration Committee receiving SEK 50,000 (50,000) 
and the other members SEK 25,000 (25,000) each. The 
Chairman of the Board has not otherwise received any 
remuneration or benefits.

The work of the Board of Directors
At the first Board meeting following election, the 
Board chooses a Deputy Chairman, appoints com-
mittee members, and makes decisions on authorised 
signatories as well as instructions for the CEO. At 

at the annual General Meeting 
in March, eva färnstrand was 
elected as the new Chairman of 
the board.

profilGruppen’S 
noMination CoMMittee

Mats Egeholm – born 1945

Former CFO of ProfilGruppen (1980-
2004)

Chairman of the nomination Com-
mittee

Directorships: Chairman of vegtech 
ab (publ.) and director of nelson 
Garden ab

other positions: president of Östers 
Support ab (publ.)

Shareholding in ProfilGruppen: 
347,443

Daytime tel.: +46 70 594 16 17

valberedningen@profilgruppen.se

Eva Färnstrand – born 1951

Chairman of ProfilGruppen AB

other directorships: Director of 
indutrade ab and Sveaskog ab

other positions: Member of the royal 
Swedish academy of engineering 
Sciences (iva)

Shareholding in ProfilGruppen: 2,000

Torgny Prior – born 1957

Co-owner of prior&nilsson fond och 
Kapitalförvaltning ab

represents the Yield and idea funds

Shareholding in ProfilGruppen, via 
prior&nilsson idea: 611,872

Gunnel Smedstad – born 1961

Consultant/private company

other directorships: Deputy chairman 
of länsförsäkringar Göinge. Chair-
man of Mellersta Skånes elhandel ab

Shareholding in ProfilGruppen: 400
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this meeting, a formal work plan for the Board is 
also established, which is valid until the next Board 
meeting following elections. The formal work plan 
regulates, for instance, the Board’s overall work tasks, 
its approach to directorship, rules for Board meetings, 
division of work between the Board and CEO, and the 
forms for ongoing financial reporting.
 The Board meetings are arranged by the Chair-
man of the Board and the CEO, who also propose the 
agenda for actual Board meetings during the year. The 
executive management supplies Board members with 
written reports and documents prior to each meeting.
 Meeting agendas contain permanent items. These 
relate to the CEO’s reports on:
• development of the business 
• financial follow-up
• market trends and competition 
• development concerning personnel 
• environmental, health and safety issues 
• investment requests. 

In addition to the first Board meeting following elec-
tions, there are a minimum of four Board meetings 
each year, each with a different theme. Minutes are 
taken by the Board’s secretary, who is the company’s 
CFO. Decisions are recorded not later than two days 
after meetings and are distributed unchecked to the 
Board. The minutes of meetings are verified first by 
the Chairman of the Board and then by two Board 
members before being distributed to the Board.
 Throughout the year, the members of the Board 
receive monthly reports on the company’s financial 
and operational development. These are prepared by 
the CEO and the CFO.
 The Board’s management of its commitments 
with regard to control is, in some cases, preceded by 
preparatory work by the Remuneration Committee 
or Audit Committee. In addition to this control, each 
year the company’s auditors report to the Board all 
observations from their review and assessments of the 
company’s internal control. 
 A procedure is in place for assessing the Board’s 
work each year, which shows that this work has 
improved further. This assessment serves as a basis for 
action plans for improvements as well as the Nomina-
tion Committee’s work on organising the Board.
 The number of meetings held since the previous 
Annual General Meeting and attendance at these are 
reported in the table to the right.

Remuneration Committee
Since the first Board meeting after the 2009 Annual 
General Meeting, the Remuneration Committee has 
comprised Board members Eva Färnstrand (Commit-
tee Chairman), Lars Johansson and Susanna Hilleskog.
 Principles for remuneration for senior executives 
are established by the Annual General Meeting. The 
Remuneration Committee has the duty to draw up 

draft principles and establish levels of remuneration 
for the company’s management. Issues concerning the 
CEO’s other terms of employment are prepared by the 
Remuneration Committee, with decisions being made 
by the Board. These terms are reviewed annually. 
 Salaries for the company’s management has dur-
ing 2009 comprised fixed and variable elements. The 
amount of variable remuneration has been linked to the 
Group’s profit after financial items and defined individ-
ual targets. A ceiling for variable remuneration has been 
set at 25 percent of the fixed salary. More information on 
remuneration for the CEO and the rest of the manage-
ment team can be found in note 5 to the accounts. 

Audit Committee
During 2009, the Audit Committee has comprised the 
Board members Kjell Svensson (Committee Chair-
man), Ulf Granstrand and Eva Färnstrand. The com-
mittee is responsible for preparing the Board’s work on 
guaranteeing the quality of the company’s financial re-
ports. The committee has had continuous contact with 
the company’s auditors, ensuring that it stays informed 
about the direction and scope of audits. The committee 
and auditors also discuss the outlook for the company’s 
risks. The Audit Committee also establishes guidelines 
for which services other than auditing the company 
can purchase from the company’s auditors. The com-
mittee is also responsible for evaluating the audit and 
passing this information on to the Nomination Com-
mittee and assisting the Nomination Committee in 
producing proposals for auditors and audit fees.

CEO and Group Management
The CEO is responsible for ongoing administration of 
the company in accordance with the Board’s guide-
lines and instructions. The CEO is responsible for 
keeping the Board informed about the business and 
ensures that the Board has the necessary decision data. 
The CEO prepares monthly reports, which, among 
other things, outline the company’s finances, strategic 
issues, and important transactions. The CEO also 
keeps the Chairman of the Board continuously updated 
on the company’s development. 
 The Group management at ProfilGruppen comprises 
seven persons. More information is provided on page 
53. The management team is responsible for planning, 
governing and following up on day-to-day work. The 
team normally holds minuted meetings every other week. 
Permanent items on the agenda include safety, personnel, 
finances, sales, production, quality, and strategy. 
 The authority and responsibilities of the CEO, Group 
management and managers are defined in policies, 
guidelines, job descriptions, and authorisation manuals. 

External auditors
ProfilGruppen’s auditors are normally elected for a 
period of four years by the Annual General Meeting. 

attenDanCe anD nuMber 
of MeetinGS for boarD 

MeMberS

 Board Remun- Audit
  eration com-
  committee mittee

eva
färnstrand 7 3 4

lars
Johansson 7 3 

Susanna
Hilleskog 7 3

ulf 
Granstrand 7  3

Kjell
Svensson 6  4

nils 
arthur 7  

ulf
näslund 1) 7  

Kurt
nilsson 1) 7  

tage
Johansson 2) 7  

peter
Cederborg 2) 7  

Total number
of meetings 7 3 4

1) appointed by the employees, ordinary
2) appointed by the employees, deputy
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As an extension to our audit assignment as reported in our audit report dated 10 February 2010, we have, at the request of the 
Board, reviewed the corporate governance report (pages 50-52) for Profi lGruppen for 2009. 

The object of our review was not to evaluate how well internal control over fi nancial reporting has functioned during the 
fi nancial year. Based on our review, no circumstances have arisen that give us reason to believe that the corporate governance 

report has not been prepared in accordance with the guidelines specifi ed in the Swedish Code of Corporate Governance. Neither 
is there anything to suggest that the Board’s report on internal control over fi nancial reporting has not, in all essentials, been 

prepared in accordance with the Guide to the Swedish Code of Corporate Governance. 

Växjö, 10 February 2010

 At the 2007 Annual General Meeting, Ernst & Young, 
with Kerstin Mouchard as the principal, were elected the 
company’s auditors for an initial period of four years. 
The auditors review the Board and CEO’s administration 
of the company and the quality of the company’s fi nan-
cial reporting. The auditors report reviews to sharehold-
ers by means of the audit report, which is submitted to 
the Annual General Meeting. Written and verbal reports 
are also submitted to the company’s management, the 
Audit Committee and the Board. 
 Apart from the audit and consultancy assignments 
relating to accounting and tax issues the auditors have 
no other assignments on behalf of the Group
 Information on remuneration for the auditors can be 
found in note 6 to the accounts. 

Internal control over fi nancial reporting 
for 2009
With reference to a statement from the Swedish 
Corporate Governance Board (060906), the Board 
submits the following report on how internal control 
over fi nancial reporting is organised at Profi lGruppen. 
This report has not been reviewed by the company’s 
auditors.
 As per the Swedish Companies Act and the Swedish 
Code of Corporate Governance, the Board is responsi-
ble for the company having adequate internal control. 
Responsibility for maintaining an effective control envi-
ronment and ongoing work on internal control and risk 
management is delegated to the Group management. 
 The foundation for internal control is a relevant and 
effective control environment. Profi lGruppen’s control 
environment comprises the organisational structure, job 
descriptions, decision paths, authority and responsibili-
ties that are clearly defi ned and communicated through 
governing documents, such as internal policies, guide-
lines and manuals. Examples of such documents are:

- Formal work plans for the Board and its 
 Committees and instructions for the CEO.
- Policies for granting credit, purchasing raw 
 materials, fi nancing, currency hedging, 
 remuneration and information security.

- Group-wide accounting and reporting manuals.
- Authorisation manuals, including decision-making
 procedures for investments, which must be made 
 familiar to all concerned.

Compliance with these guidelines is followed up on by 
means of audits performed by Profi lGruppen’s quality 
department and checks performed by the Group’s 
fi nance department. The Board is of the opinion 
that internal control at the company is good and that 
therefore there is no reason to allocate resources for a 
specifi c internal control function.
 Financial development is analysed and followed up 
on monthly both at consolidated level and operational 
unit level. Financial reports and summaries are pre-
pared by the Group’s fi nance department. 
A controller has special responsibility for the process-
ing companies and checks to ensure that internal con-
trol procedures are being observed by these operations. 
 The Board follows up on this by reviewing the 
monthly fi nancial reports it is being provided. The 
Board also looks at the Group’s fi nancial position and 
results in accordance with its formal work plan at 
Board meetings held in connection with each quarterly 
report. The Board’s Audit Committee has the task to 
evaluate how the company’s internal control systems 
are functioning and is familiar with important esti-
mates and assessments which provide the basis for the 
fi nancial reports. The company’s CFO is responsible 
for continuously following up on internal control and 
reports to the Board’s Audit Committee.

Deviations from the Swedish Code of Cor-
porate Governance
The company applies the majority of the rules included 
in the Swedish Code of Corporate Governance. No 
deviations have occurred during 2009.

Växjö, 10 February 2010

Kerstin Mouchard
Authorised Public Accountant, Ernst & Young AB

 Åke andersson
Authorised Public Accountant, Ernst & Young AB

Eva Färnstrand
Chairman of the Board at Profi lGruppen AB
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Board

1. Eva Färnstrand 

Born 1951

Chairman

M.Sc.Eng 

Former site manager of Södra 
Cell Mönsterås, CEO of 
Tidningstryckarna AB and sen-
ior posts within SCA

Board member since 2008

Other board assignments: 
Director of Indutrade AB and 
Sveaskog AB 

Other assignments: Member of 
the Royal Swedish Academy of 
Engineering Services (IvA)

Shareholding in ProfilGruppen: 

2,000

2. Lars Johansson 1)

Born 1945

Deputy Chairman

B.Sc.Econ

Former CEO of ProfilGruppen 
1980-2002

Board member since 1981

Other board assignments: 
Director of Investment AB 
Chiffonjén and 
Inkubatorbolaget i växjö AB

Shareholding in ProfilGruppen:  
710,085

3. Nils Arthur 1)

Born 1950

CEO of ProfilGruppen since 
2002

M.Sc.Eng

Board member since 2002

Shareholding in ProfilGruppen:  
25,800

4. Peter Cederborg 1)

Born 1963

Employed at ProfilGruppen 
since 1990

Employee representative

Deputy since 2001

Shareholding in ProfilGruppen:  
0

5. Ulf Granstrand

Born 1947

M.Sc.Eng 

Former deputy CEO of Alfa 
laval AB

Board member since 2008

Other board assignments: 
Chairman of Alfdex AB 
Director of Exir AB and 
Ageratec AB

Shareholding in ProfilGruppen:  
1,500

13 9

2

10

7



6. Susanna Hilleskog

Born 1963

MbA

Responsible for Nordic activi-
ties within Trelleborg Wheels 
Systems, a business area with-
in Trelleborg Industri AB

Board member since 2009

Other board assignments: 
Director of Trelleborg Wheels 
AB and Svensk 
Däckåtervinning AB

Shareholding in ProfilGruppen:  
0

7. Tage Johansson 1)

Born 1951

Employed at ProfilGruppen 
since 1981

Employee representative

Deputy since 2001

Shareholding in ProfilGruppen:  
32,958

8. Kurt Nilsson 1)

Born 1956

Employed at ProfilGruppen 
since 1981

Employee representative

Board member since 2006

Shareholding in ProfilGruppen:  
0

9. Ulf Näslund 1)

Born 1952

Employed at ProfilGruppen 
since 1990

Employee representative

Board member since 2006

Shareholding in ProfilGruppen:  
0

10. Kjell Svensson

Born 1948

Structural engineer and market 
economist

Former CEO and President of 
Cardo AB (publ).

Board member since 2006

Other board assignments: 
Director of Interlogic AB, 
Krucom AB and Indus AB

Shareholding in ProfilGruppen:  
2,000
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AuDiTors

The auditors Ernst & Young 
AB were appointed the com-
pany's auditors at the 2007 
Annual General Meeting for 
a period of four years.

Kerstin Mouchard
Born 1952

Authorised public account-
ant (main responsibility)

Ernst & Young AB 

Auditor for Alfa laval AB, 
Cardo AB and Strålfors AB, 
among others.

Åke Andersson 
Born 1957

Authorised public 
accountant

Ernst & Young AB

Auditor for JlT Mobile 
Computers AB and Rottne 
Industri AB, among others.

1) The board member, in accordance 
with the Swedish Code of Corporate 
Governance, is considered  dependent 
in relation to the company and the 
company management.

The shareholdings include any indirect 
ownership through companies.

8

5
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Nils Arthur

President and CEO
Telephone +46 474 554 00
nils.arthur@profilgruppen.se

Peter Schön

CFO
Telephone +46 474 551 20
peter.schon@profilgruppen.se

Annual General Meeting 2010 25 March 2010 

Interim report, first quarter 22 April 2010 

Interim report, second quarter 21 July 2010 

Interim report, third quarter 21 October 2010 

Year-end report 2010 February 2011

FINANCIAL CALENDAR

Updated information is always available on the website:
www.profilgruppen.com.

This is a summarised version of the annual report. A complete 
version of the annual report is awailable at www.profilgruppen.com

Graphic design: ProfilGruppen and Johan Castor, Giv Akt
Photo: Jonas ljungdahl, Giv Akt, Nicklas Rudfell and Mats 
Samuelsson
Repro och printing: Davidsons Tryckeri, växjö 

Distribution is made to all shareholders who at the time for  
distribution are registered as shareholders at Euroclear Sweden AB.

OTHER INFORMATION

CONTACTS

Proportion of risk-bearing capital – Equity and deferred tax liability
expressed as a percentage of the balance sheet total

Return on equity – Profit for the year expressed as a percentage of average
equity

Return on capital employed – Profit after financial items expressed as a
percentage of average capital employed

Balance sheet total – value of all assets, such as property, machinery and
equipment, stocks, trade debtors and liquid assets

Yield – Proposed dividend as a percentage of the share price at the end of
the year

Capital turnover rate – Net turnover divided by average capital employed

Cash flow from current operations – Cash flow from day-to-day
operations

Cash flow per share – Cash flow from current operations divided by the
average number of shares

Liquidity reserves – Cash and bank balances and non-utilised credit
commitments from banks at the end of the period

Net debt – Interest-bearing liabilities and interest-bearing provisions
(provisions for pensions) less cash and liquid assets

Net debt/equity ratio – Net debt divided by equity

Profit before depreciation – Operating profit/loss plus depreciation
according to plan and write-downs

Earnings per share – Profit for the year divided by the average number
of shares

Profit margin – Profit after financial items expressed as a percentage
of net turnover

Interest coverage ratio – Profit after financial items plus financial
expenses divided by financial expenses

Operating margin – Operating profit/loss expressed as a percentage of net
turnover

Equity ratio – Equity expressed as a percentage of the balance sheet total

Capital employed – Balance sheet total minus non-interest-bearing liabilities
and deferred tax

Payout ratio – Proposed dividend expressed as a percentage of the profit
for the year

Alutin – Brand name for surface treatment method similar to anodisation
which also gives a conductive and decorative surface layer

Anodisation – Electrolytic surface treatment process which provides an
insulating and decorative surface

Machining – Generic term for different processes which process aluminium
extrusions, for example, bending, milling and turning

Extrusion – Manufacturing extrusions by pressing aluminium ingots
through a tool

Processing – See machining

FINANCIAL TERMS

GLOSSARY
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ProfilGruppen AB

Box 36    SE-360 70 Åseda    Tel +46 474 550 00    Fax +46 474 711 28    www.profilgruppen.com

ProfilGruppen is  
a supplier of complex customised  

aluminium extrusions and components.




